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Opinion
[*621) MEMORANDUM OPINION ORDER AND
PRELIMINARY f**31 INJUNCTION
THOMAS D. SCHROEDER, District Judge.
This case is one of three related actions in this court
concerning North Carolinas .Pr~blie Fcreilities Pr~ivac~- c~:
Seczrr~ity .~fcz ~OI~i z~:C. SEss. Lai+~s 3, commonly known as
House Biil 2 ("HB2"). Although Plaintiffs challenge multiple
portions of HB2, they presently seek preliminary relief only
as to Part I, the so-called "bathroom bill" portion of the law,
which requires public agencies to ensure that multiple
occupancy bathrooms, showers, and other similar facilities are
"designated for and only used by" persons based on their
"biological sex," defined as the sex listed on their birth
certificate. 2016 iti.C'. Secs. Lm-i•~s :i ~~y~ 11-l.~. Plaintiffs
include two transgenderl students and one employee
(collectively, the "individual transgender Plaintiffs") of the
University of North Carolina ("LTNC"), as well as the
American Civil Liberties Union of North Carolina ("ACLUNC"), which sues on behalf of its transgender members. (Doc.
9 ~¶ 5-7, 10.) The individual transgender Plaintiffs (in their

~ Transgender individuals are persons who do not identify with their
birth sex, which is typically determined on the basis of external
genitalia. (Doc. 22-1 ¶~( 12, 14; see also Doc. 9 ~( 26.) According to
the latest edition of the American Psychiatric Association's
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, some
transgender individuals suffer from a condition called gender
dysphoria, which occurs when the "marked incongruence between
one's experienced/expressed gender and assigned gender" is
associated with "clinically significant distress or impairment in
social, occupational, or other important areas of functioning." (Doc.
22-5 ~¶ 12-13.) In other words, gender dysphoria occurs when
transgender individuals experience emotional, psychological, or
social distress because "their deeply felt, core identification and selfimage as a particular gender does not align" with their birth sex. (See
Doc. 22-1 ¶ 19.) For purposes of the present motion, the court
accepts Plaintiffs' unrebutted evidence that some transgender
individuals form their gender identity misalignment at a young age
and exhibit distinct "brain structure, connectivity, [**5] and
function" that does not match their birth sex. (Id. ¶¶ 18, 22.)

[*622] It is important to note what is (and is not) in dispute.
All parties agree that sex-segregated bathrooms, showers, and
changing facilities promote important State privacy interests,
and neither Plaintiffs nor the United States contests the
convention. Further, no party has indicated that the pre-HB2
legal regime posed a significant privacy or safety threat to
anyone in North Carolina, transgender or otherwise. The
parties do have different conceptions, of how North Carolina
law generally operated before March 2016, however, and
whether "sex" includes gender identity.
Plaintiffs contend that time is of the essence, as HB2's impact
will be most felt as educational institutions across the State
begin a new academic year. As a result, the court has
endeavored to resolve Plaintiffs' motion for preliminary relief
as quickly as possible.
Ultimately, [**6] the record reflects what counsel for
Governor McCrory candidly speculates was the status quo
ante in North Carolina in recent years: some transgender
individuals have been quietly using bathrooms and other
facilities that match their gender identity, without public
awareness or incident. (See Doc. 103 at 70 (speculating that,
even if Part Iremains in force, "some transgender individuals
will continue to use the bathroom that they always used and
nobody will know.").) This appears to have occurred in part
because of two factors. First, the record suggests that, for
obvious reasons, transgender individuals generally seek to
avoid having their nude or partially nude bodies exposed in
bathrooms, showers, and other similar facilities. (See Doc.
103 at 140.) Second, North Carolina's decades-old laws
against indecent exposure, peeping, and trespass protected the
legitimate and significant State interests of privacy and safety.
After careful consideration of the limited record presented
thus far,3 the court concludes that the individual transgender

z After the preliminary injunction hearing, ACLU-NC moved to file a
second amended complaint to allege a Title IX representational
claim. (Doc. 116.) Briefing on that motion is incomplete, so the court
only considers Title IX relief for the individual transgender Plaintiffs
aC this tune.
3In response to Plaintiffs' motion for preliminary injunction,
Governor McCrory, Senator Burger, and Representative Moore
requested aseveral-month delay. (Doc. 53 at 9-11; Doc. 61 at 27-
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Plaintiffs have made a clear showing that (1) they are likely to
succeed on their claim that Part I violates Title IX, as
interpreted by the United [**7] States Department of
Education ("DOE") under the standard articulated by the
Fourth Circuit; (2) they will suffer irreparable harm in the
absence of preliminary relief; (3) the balance of equities
weighs in favor of an injunction; and (4) an injunction is in
the public interest. Accordingly, the court will enjoin UNC
from enforcing Part I against the individual transgender
Plaintiffs until the court reaches a final decision on the merits
in this case. Plaintiffs have not made a clear showing they are
likely to succeed on their Equal Protection claim, and the
court will reserve ruling on their Due Process claims pending
additional briefing from the parties.
It is important to emphasize that this injunction returns the
parties to the status quo ante as it existed in Title IX facilities
[*623] prior to Part I's passage in March 2016. On the current
record, there is no reason to believe that a return to the status
quo ante pending a trial on the merits will compromise the
important State interests asserted.
I.BACKGROUND
Based on the record thus far, the court makes the following
findings for the limited purpose of evaluating Plaintiffs'
motion for preliminary injunction.
A. North Carolina Law Before 2016
Like most States, North Carolina has long enforced a variety
of public decency laws designed to protect citizens from
exposing their nude or partially nude bodies in the presence of
members of the opposite sex, as well as from being exposed
to the nude or partially nude bodies of members of the
opposite sex. With regard to the former, North Carolina's
peeping statute, enacted in [**9] 1957, makes it unlawful for
any person to "peep secretly into any room occupied by
another person," N.C. G~r~. Stcrt. 4~ 14-202(a), including a
bathroom or shower, and penalties are enhanced if the
offender does so for the purpose of sexual gratification, id. ,
14-2(12(~f1. With regard to the latter, North Carolina's indecent
exposure statute, enacted in 1971, makes it unlawful for any

29.) These Defendants claimed the need for extensive factual
discovery to adequately address the issues presented in Plaintiffs'
motion. (Id.) They collectively submitted only six exhibits, however,
each of which consists of a short news article or editorial. (See Docs.
55-1 through 55-6.) Moreover, during a scheduling conference held
on July 1, 2016, [**8] they indicated that they did not intend to offer
additional exhibits or live testimony and that any preliminary
injunction hearing could be limited to oral argument. As a result,
nearly the entire factual record in this case is derived from materials
submitted by Plaintiffs.

person to "willfully expose the private parts of his or her
person in any public place and in the presence of any other
person or persons.° Id. ~ 14-190.9~a). Traditionally, the
indecent exposure statute applied only to individuals who
exposed themselves to members of the opposite sex. See State
r. Fz~,s~~o, la(N.C. A~~. ?fih', 27f}. 523 S.£.2d 741, 74? (IJ99)
(interpreting an earlier version of ,~ 14-1~0.9(a)). In 2005,
North Carolina removed the language that had previously
limited the statute's application to situations in which
individuals exposed themselves in the presence of members of
the opposite sex. Zf)05 N.C;. Sess. Zai~.s '26 ~~` 1 (modifying
N: C'. C~e7r. Stet. ,~19-190.0. That same amendment, however,
created an exception for situations in which "same sex
exposure" occurs in a "place[] designated for a public
purpose" and is "incidental to a permitted activity." Id.
In addition to these statutes, public agencies in North Carolina
have also traditionally protected [**10] privacy through the
use of sex-segregated bathrooms, locker rooms, showers, and
similar facilities. Although this form of sex discrimination has
a long history in the State and elsewhere, the parties offer
differing ideas of the justification for the practice. Plaintiffs
acknowledge, as Defendants contend, that such segregation
promotes privacy and serves important government interests,
particularly with regard to minors. (See, e.~., Doc. 103 at 1521.) Arguably, segregating such facilities on the basis of sex
fills gaps not addressed by the peeping and indecent exposure
statutes -for example, a situation in which a man might
inadvertently expose himself to another while using a facility
that is not partitioned. It is also possible that sex-segregated
facilities protect against embarrassment from engaging in
intimate bodily functions in the immediate vicinity of the
opposite sex, regardless of whether one's body is subject to
view.
Whatever the justification, the segregation of these facilities
has traditionally been enforced through voluntary compliance,
social mores, and, when necessary, criminal trespassing law.
See Irt rc~ S..[~~5., 19~i N: C. Ate?. I?l), 675 S.~.Zc~ 44 (lt~O9).
For example, in S.M.S., a fifteen year old boy was
adjudicated [**11] delinquent of second degree trespass after
he was caught in the girls' locker room at his high school. ld.
nl /10-71 67~ S.E.2d at 44-4a. Pursuant to i'~'.C. GGtr. Stcit. 4~'
1~-15.9.13, it is a second degree trespass to enter the premises
of another when reasonably conspicuous [*624] signs are
posted to give the intruder "notice not to enter the premises."
In upholding the boy's conviction, the North Carolina Court
of Appeals concluded, "The sign marked'Girl's Locker Room'
was reasonably likely to give respondent notice that he was
not authorized to go into the girls' locker room," 5. X4:5.. 196
N.C. Az~z~. crt .173, 6'S S.E.2d czt 4~i.
For most, the application of the peeping, indecent exposure,
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and trespass laws to sex-segregated bathrooms and showers is
straightforward and uncontroversial. For transgender users,
however, it is not clearly so. While there are no reported cases
involving transgender users, at the preliminary injunction
hearing Governor McCrory, Senator Berger, and
Representative Moore indicated their assumption that this was
so because transgender users have traditionally been excluded
(or excluded themselves) from facilities that correspond with
their gender identrty. The evidence in the current record,
however, suggests the opposite. At least in more recent years,
transgender individuals [**12~ who dress and otherwise
present themselves in accordance with their gender identity
have generally been accommodated on a case-by-case basis,
with educational institutions generally permitting them to use
bathrooms and other facilities that correspond with their
gender identity unless particular circumstances weigh in favor
of some other form of accommodation.

This [**14] conclusion is also consistent with the experiences
of the individual transgender Plaintiffs in this action. All three
submitted declarations stating that they used bathrooms,
locker rooms, and even dormitory facilities corresponding
with their gender identity beginning as early as 2014. (Doc.
22-4 ¶ 15; Doc. 22-8 ¶ 19; Doc. 22-9 ¶~j 15, 19-2p.) No one
has reported any [*625] incident or complaint from their
classmates or the general public. (See Doc. 22-4 ~ 30; Doc.
22-s ~ 2s; Doc. 22-9 ¶ 20.)
This evidence is admittedly anecdotal. It is possible that
before Part I, some transgender individuals in North Carolina
were denied accommodations and completely excluded from
facilities that correspond with their gender identity due to
privacy or safety concerns. Also, minors may have received
different types of accommodations than adults, and practical
considerations may have led to different arrangements for
bathrooms as opposed to showers and other facilities. And, it
may be that the practice of case-by-case accommodation is a
more recent phenomenon, such that other norms prevailed for
most of North Carolina's history until the last few years. But
Defendants have not offered any evidence whatsoever [**15)
on these points, despite having four months between the filing
of this lawsuit and the hearing on this motion to do so. Indeed,
the court does not even have a legislative record supporting
the law to consider.4

For example, Plaintiffs submitted an affidavit from Monica
Walker, the Diversity Officer for public schools in Guilford
County, North Carolina, the State's third largest school
district, with over 72,000 students in 127 school campuses.
(Doc. 22-19 ¶¶ 2-3.) Over the last five years, Ms. Walker has
developed a protocol for accommodating transgender students
as they undergo the social transition from male to female, or
vice versa. (Id. '~~[ 8-11.) This protocol emphasizes the
importance of developing a "tailored" plan that addresses the
unique needs and circumstances of each case. (See id. ¶ 11.) As a result, the court cannot say that the practices described
Based on her experience with four transgender students, Ms. by Ms. Walker, the school administrators, and the individual
Walker indicates that these students typically use bathrooms transgender Plaintiffs represent an aberration rather than the
that correspond with their gender identity. (Id.) Ms. Walker prevailing norm in North Carolina, at least for the five or
has not received any complaints about this arrangement more year period leading up to 2016. Rather, on the current
from [**13] students or parents, and although every school in record, it appears that some transgender individuals have been
Guilford County has single occupancy bathrooms available quietly using facilities corresponding with their gender
for any student with privacy concerns, no student has ever identity and that, in recent years, State educational institutions
requested such an accommodation. (Id. ¶¶ 13-16.) This may have been accommodating such students where possible.
be because all multiple occupancy bathrooms in Guilford
County schools have separate stalls or privacy partitions, such B. The Charlotte Ordinance and the State's Response
that students are not exposed to nudity in bathrooms. (See id.)
In November 2014, the Charlotte City Council began
Although Ms. Walker has yet to deal with questions
considering a proposal to modify that city's nonconcerning access to locker rooms, she is confident that the
discrimination ordinances to prohibit discrimination on the
privacy interests of transgender and non-transgender students
basis of marital status, familial status, sexual orientation,
alike could be accommodated through the same means used to
gender identity, and gender expression. [**16~ 5 (Doc. 23-3 at
accommodate any student with body image or shyness issues.
2.)6 On March 2, 2015, the proposed ordinance was amended
(See id.) In sum, Ms. Walker reports that the practice of
tailoring specific accommodations for transgender students on
a case-by-case basis in Guilford County has been "seamless."
4 Defendants have since filed transcripts of the legislative record in a
(Id. ¶ 12.) And according to an amicus brief filed by school
separate case. (Docs. 149-5 through 149-8 in case no. 1:16cv425.)
administrators from nineteen States plus the District of
Columbia - including Durham County Schools in North 5 Charlotte's existing non-discrimination ordinances prohibited
Carolina, another large school district -Guilford County's discrimination on the basis of race, gender, religion, national origin,
experience is typical of many school districts from across the ethnicity, age, disability, and sex. (See Doc. 23-2 at 1, 6.)
country. (See Doc. 71.)
6Not all of the exhibits in the record contain internal page numbers,
I-~~ZcIIC~,'t~~7
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parties have offered little information on the legislative
process, but it appears that members of the House Judiciary
Committee were given only a few minutes to read HB2 before
voting on whether to send the bill back to the House for a full
debate. (See id.} That afternoon, the House passed HB2 by a
vote of eighty-four to twenty-five after three hours of debate.
(Doc. 23-21 at 3.) All Republicans and eleven of the thirty-six
On February 22, 2016, the Charlotte City Council considered Democrats present voted for the bill, while twenty-five
a new proposal to revise its non-discrimination ordinances. Democrats voted against it. (Id.) HB2 then passed with
(Doc. 23-5 at 2-3.) Like the prior proposal, the new proposal unanimous support in the Senate after Democrats [**19]
added "marital status, familial status, sexual orientation, walked out in protest. (Id.) Governor McCrory signed the bill
gender identity, [and] gender expression" to the list of into law later that day. (I~ The law became effective
protected characteristics. (Doc. 23-2 at l.) Unlike [**17] the immediately. HB2 § 5.
prior proposal, however, the new proposal did not contain any
exceptions for bathrooms, showers, or other similar facilities. C. HB2's Effect on North Carolina Law
See id. at 1-6.) In addition, the new proposal repealed prior
rules that exempted "[r]estrooms, shower rooms, bathhouses Despite sweeping rhetoric from both supporters and
and similar facilities which are in their nature distinctly opponents, a few basic contours of HB2 are apparent.
private" from Charlotte's prohibitions against [*626] sex
discrimination. (Id. at 5.) The new proposal, which regulated 1. Nondiscrimination Standards Under State Law
places of public accommodation and businesses seeking to
First, HB2 modified the State's nondiscrimination laws.
contract with Charlotte (id. at 2-6), passed by a vote of seven
Previously, the State had prohibited discrimination on the
to four (Doc. 23-5 at 3)~ and set an effective date of April 1,
basis of race, religion, color, national origin, age, sex, and
2016 (Doa 23-2 at 6).
handicap. See id. §§ 3.1. Part III of HB2 modified this
language
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of "biological
The Charlotte ordinance provoked a swift response from the
sex,"
rather
than simply "sex.° Id. (modifying N.C. Gen. .Szat.
State. Governor McCrory and several members of the General
14.3-422.?).
It also extended these nondiscrimination
Assembly strongly condemned the ordinance, which they
generally characterized as an affront to both privacy and protections, which had previously applied only to the State, to
public safety, and they indicated their desire to see a cover private employers and places of public accommodation.
legislative response to Charlotte's actions. (See~e.~•, Doc. 23- See id. §§ 3.1-3.3.
to include the following language: "Notwithstanding the
forgoing [sic], this section shall not, with regard to sex, sexual
orientation, gender identity, and gender expression, apply to
rest rooms, locker rooms, showers, and changing facilities."
(Id.) Shortly thereafter, the proposed ordinance failed by a
vote of six to five. (Id.)

7 at 2; Doc. 23-8 at 2.) The General Assembly was not
scheduled to reconvene until April 25, 2016, [**18] however,
and despite his opposition to the Charlotte ordinance,
Governor McCrory declined to exercise his authority to call a
special legislative session. (See Doc. 23-16 at 2-3; Doc. 23-18
at 4.) As a result, the General Assembly only reconvened after
three-fifths of the members of the House of Representatives
requested a special session. (Does. 23-17 at 2.)8
On March 23, 2016, the General Assembly convened for the
special session and moved quickly. (See Doc. 23-19 at 2.} The

Part III also eliminated State common-law causes of action
for violations of non-discrimination laws. See id. § 3.2
(modifying N.C. Gen. SYat. 1~3-4??.3). This appeared to
eliminate the State cause of action for wrongful termination in
violation of public policy, although it did not prevent North
Carolinians from filing actions under federal nondiscrimination laws, whether in State or federal [**20] court.
This provision has since been repealed. ?cif N: C. Sess. La~~>s
99 ~ 1(a~.
2. Preemption of Local Ordinances

and many include cover pages that were not part of the original
documents. For clarity, all record citations in this opinion refer to the
pagination in the CMBCF version of the document.
~ All seven votes in favor of the ordinance were cast by Democrats,
while two Democrats and two Republicans voted against the
ordinance. (See Doc. 23-5 at 4-8.)
8 The Governor may call special sessions of the General Assembly in
response to unexpected or emergency situations. See Doc. 23-18 at
4.)

Parts II and III of HB2 preempt all local ordinances that
conflict with the new [*627] Statewide nondiscrimination
standards, including the Charlotte ordinance that prompted
HB2's passage.9 Specifically, Part II preempts local nondiscrimination requirements for public contractors to the
extent that such requirements conflict with State law. HB2 §§

9 Part II also preempted local minimum wage standards. HBZ §§ 2.12.3. This portion of HB2 has not been challenged in these cases.
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2.1-23. Similarly, Part III preempts local nondiscrimination
ordinances for places of public accommodation to the extent
that such ordinances conflict with State law. Id. §§ 3.3.
Collectively, Parts II and III effectively nullified the
prohibitions in Charlotte's ordinance against discrimination on
the basis of marital status, familial status, sexual orientation,
gender identity, and gender expression.~~
3. Public Bathrooms and Changing Facilities
As discussed above, Parts II and III [**21] effectively
nullified the controversial portions of the Charlotte ordinance,
including its regulation of bathrooms, showers, and other
similar facilities among contractors and in places of public
accommodation. Part I goes a step further, however, explicitly
setting rules for the use of similar facilities operated by State
agencies.
PartIprovides that all public agencies, including local boards
of public education, shall "require" that every "multiple
occupancy bathroom or changing facility" 1l be "designated
for and only used by persons based on their biological sex.i12
Id. §§ 1.2-1.3. Part I defines "biological sex" as "[t]he
physical condition of being male or female, which is stated on
a person's birth certificate."13 Id. Although Part I allows

10 These are apart from the law's effect, if any, on the Charlotte
ordinance's protections against discrimination on the basis of
"gender," "ethnicity," and "handicap."
~ ~ The statute defines a "multiple occupancy bathroom or changing
facility" as a "facility designed or designated to be used by more than
one person at a time where [persons] may be in various states of
undress in the presence of other persons. A multiple occupancy
bathroom or changing facility may include, but is not limited to, a
[restroom], locker room, changing room, or shower room." Id. §§
1.2-1.3.
1z This rule is subject to various exceptions that are not pertinent
here. For example, Part I does not apply when individuals enter
bathrooms for custodial or maintenance purposes, or to assist other
individuals [**23] in using the facility. See id. §§ 1.2-1.3.
t 3 Notwithstanding the reference to "the physical condition of being
male or female," all parties agree that the law defines "biological
sex" as the sex listed on the individuals' current birth certificate. (See
Doc. 22 at 6 (Plaintiffs, stating that Part I restricts access to facilities
"based on the gender marker on one's birth certificate"); Doc. 50 at
15 (UNC, stating that Part I requires individuals to use bathrooms
corresponding with their "biological sex, as listed on their birch
certificates"); Doc. 55 at 1 (Governor McCrory, stating that Part I
"notes that ['biological sex'] is 'stated on a person's birth
certificate"'); Doc. 61 at 6 (Senator Berger and Representative
Moore: "HB2 determines biological sex based on the person's current
birth certificate.").) Notably, the law's reliance on birth certificates

public agencies to provide separate, single occupancy
facilities as an accommodation for individuals who are
uncomfortable with their assigned facility, the law does not
require the option. See id. (stating that public agencies may
provide "accommodations such as single occupancy bathroom
or changing facilities upon a person's request due to special
circumstances" (emphasis added)). In addition, Part I
prohibits agencies from accommodating individuals by
permitting [**22) them to access multiple occupancy [*628j
facilities that do not match the sex listed on their birth
certificates. Id. ("[I]n no event shall [any] accommodation
result in the public agency allowing a person to use a multiple
occupancy bathroom or changing facility designated . . .for a
sex other than the person's biological sex."). Because the law
is limited to State agencies, there is no dispute that private
businesses, places of public accommodation, and other
persons throughout the State remain free to define "sex" and
regulate bathroom and other facility usage as they please,
subject to other applicable law.
At the hearing for this motion, the parties offered differing
interpretations of how Part I affects North Carolina law. As
discussed below, ZINC argues that, at least on its campuses,
Part Imeans only that public authorities must maintain signs
on their multiple occupancy bathrooms designated "men" or
"women." Senator Berger and Representative Moore
suggested that Part I functions as "a directive" to public
agencies that they must "implement policies" on bathroom
use. (Doc. 103 at 112.) Ultimately, the United States, Senator
Berger, and Representative Moore all agree that, at a
minimum, PartIdictates how the trespassing statute applies to
transgender individuals' use of bathrooms.
Before Part Ibecame law, North Carolina had no prohibition
against public agencies determining on a case-by-case basis
how best to accommodate transgender individuals who
wished to use particular bathrooms, showers, or other similar
facilities. In addition, transgender individuals who used
facilities that did not match the sex listed on their birth
certificate could presumably argue that they believed they had
permission to enter facilities that matched their gender
identity; indeed, as discussed above, [**25] a number of
transgender students had actual permission from the agencies
with authority over the facilities in question.
PartIforecloses these possibilities. Now, public agencies may
not provide any accommodation to transgender individuals
necessarily contemplates that transgender individuals may use
Facilities consistent with their gender identity -notwithstanding their
birth sex and regardless of whether they have had gender
reassignment surgery - as long as their current birth certificate has
been changed to reflect their gender identity, a practice permitted in
some States. [**24]
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other than the provision of a separate, single-user facility though they are not required to do so. Thus, unless the agency
that controls the facility in question openly defies the law, any
person who uses a covered facility that does not align with his
or her birth certificate commits a misdemeanor trespass.
Similarly, unless school administrators like Ms. Walker wish
to openly defy the law, they cannot give students permission
to enter facilities that do not correspond with the sex on their
birth certificates and presumably must discipline or punish
students who disobey this directive.

as declarations that DOJ had violated both the Administrative
Procedure Act and various constitutional provisions (case no.
5:16cv240 (the "240 case")). Finally, on May 10, 2016, an
organization called North Carolinians for Privacy filed its
own action in support of HB2 in the Eastern District, seeking
declaratory and injunctive relief against DOJ and DOE related
to Title IX, VAWA, the Administrative Procedure Act, and
the Religious Freedom Restoration Act (case no. 5:16cv245
(the "245 case")).
The 240 and 245 cases were subsequently transferred to this
court and renumbered 1:16cv844 and 1:16cv845, respectively.
This court also granted Senator Berger and Representative
Moare's [**28] motion to intervene permissively in both this
action (Doc. 44) and the 425 case (Doc. 64 in the 425 case).
As a result, Senator Berger and Representative Moore
dismissed their separate declaratory action as duplicative of
the claims and defenses presented in the 236 and 425 cases,
(Doc. 33 in case no. 1:16cv844), leaving three HB2 cases
pending before this court. The 238 case remains pending in
the Eastern District.

D. Procedural History

Almost immediately, HB2 sparked multiple overlapping
federal lawsuits. On March 28, 2016, ACLU-NC, Equality
North Carolina, and the individual transgender Plaintiffs filed
this action against Governor McCrory (in his official
capacity), IJNC,14 and Attorney General Roy Cooper,
alleging that various parts of H$2 discriminate against
transgender, [**26j gay, lesbian, and bisexual individuals on
the basis of sex, sexual orientation, and transgender status in
violation of Title IX and the Egual Protection and Due
In the midst of all of this procedural fencing, Plaintiffs filed
Process Clauses of the Fourteenth Amendment. (Doc. 1.)15
the instant motion for preliminary injunction on May 16,
On May 9, 2016, the United States filed a separate action 2016. (Doc. 21.) The motion was fully briefed as of June 27,
against the State, Governor McCrory (in his official capacity), 2016 (see Doc. 73), and the court began discussions with the
the [*629] North Carolina Deparhnent of Public Safety parties regarding an appropriate schedule for a hearing on and
("NCDPS"), and UNC, seeking a declaration that compliance consideration of this motion. However, on July 5, 2016 -two
with Part Iconstitutes sex discrimination in violation of Title months after filing its complaint and over three months after
IX, the ~'ir~lenc~~~ .-~bainst FT~~nre~r~ Rec~ruthor•izatiorr Act o/'?O13. the passage of HB216 -the United States filed its own motion
4? U.S.C. t~" 139Z,5(b)(13) (°VAWA"), and litl~ PII of the for preliminary injunction in the 425 case. (Doc. 73 in the 425
Ci~~il 12ig{tts tici c~1964, 92 U.S.C. ~200Dc~ ~t seq. ("Title case.) The United States' motion would not be fully briefed
until mid-August 2016, and in light of the Defendants' request
VII"). (Doc. 1 in case no. 1:16ev425 (the "425 case").)
for preliminary discovery, consolidation of United States'
That same day, State officials filed two separate declaratory motion with Plaintiffs' motion would likely delay [**29] a
judgment actions in the United States District Court for the hearing on the present motion until at least September 2016.
Eastern [**27] District of North Carolina. Governor McCrory
and Frank Perry, Secretary of NCDPS, filed an action in their As a result, despite the court's strong preference to avoid
official capacities against the United States and the United piecemeal litigation of the HB2 cases, the court held a hearing
States Department of Justice ("DOJ"), seeking a declaration on Plaintiffs' motion on August 1, 2016, and the court
that RB2 does not violate Title VII or VAWA (case no. permitted the United States to participate in light of the fact
5:16cv238 (the "238 case")). Meanwhile, Senator Berger and that the 425 case also contains a Title IX claim. ~ ~ The motion
Representative Moore filed a separate lawsuit against DOJ on
behalf of the General Assembly, seeking a declaration that
HB2 does not violate Title VII, Title IX, or VAWA, as well 16 The United States also announced that it would not cut off Title IX
~QPlaintiffs named IJNC, the iTNC Board of Governors, and W.
Louis Bissette, Jr., in his official capacity as Chairman of the tJNC
Board of Governors, as Defendants. For convenience and clarity, the
court refers to these and other related entities collectively as "UNC,"
except where otherwise indicated.
~SPlaintiffs dropped Equality North Carolina and Attorney General
Cooper in their first amended complaint on April Z1, 2016. (Doc. 9.)

funding during the pendency of its lawsuit and asked this court for
relief from a provision in VAWA that requires it to suspend funding
forty-five days after filing suit. (See Doc. 53 in the 425 case.)
~~Defendants sought leave to conduct up to six months of discovery
before responding to the United States' motion for preliminary
injunction. (See Docs. 53, 61.) In response to these and other
concerns, the court exercised its authority under Fc^cleral Rule of
Ci>>il F'~~caceclure Ci,S(raj~') to advance the trial in the United States'
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or actual injury resulting from the putatively illegal action."
Icy at 4~9 (quoting Linda RS. i~. 12ich~~r~c117. 41~ U: S. 614
[*630j II. ANALYSIS
617 93 S. C't. 1146, 35 l,. EcL 2c~ 536' (1973)). For example,
where the dispute concerns the validity of a criminal statute,
Plaintiffs ask this court to enjoin Defendants from enforcing the challenger must show a credible threat of prosecution in
PartIuntil the [**30] court issues a final ruling on the merits. order to establish a live case or controversy. I~ulinr7, 782 F.2r~
(Doc. 22 at 44-45.) Before reaching the merits of Plaintiffs' dz rzr~.s-o~.
motion, however, the court must first address threshold
defenses raised by IJNC.18
Similarly, the prudential ripeness requirement is

is now ready for determination.

A. Justiciability and Ripeness
As ITNC Board of Governors Chairman Louis Bissette has
noted, "[ITNC] is in a difficult position," in this case, "caught
in the middle between state and federal law." (Doc. 23-28 at
2.) Neither embracing nor repudiating Part I, LTNC argues that
while it intends to comply with the law, it does not intend to
enforce the law because Part I contains no mechanism to do
so. IJNC argues that Part I therefore has essentially no effect
on its campuses and that this court should not consider the
individual transgender Plaintiffs' Titie IX claim for
jurisdictional and prudential reasons.19 For the reasons that
follow, the court disagrees.
"Federal courts are principally deciders of disputes, not
oracular authorities. We address particular cases or
controversies and may not arbitrate abstract differences of
opinion." Dae v. D~rlin~~. i~4? F.2d tZt)~. 12(JS (~lth Cir. 19~4t5)
(citations and internal quotation marks omitted). This
requirement stems from Article III, Section 2 of the United
States Constitution and presents both jurisdictional and
prudential limits on the exercise of federal judicial power.
Tl%artt~ ~~. Sc~l~~irt 42' L/:S. 440 498-99 ~S S. Ct. 2I97 45 L.
Ecl. ?~ 3~.i (197Sj. As a jurisdictional matter, a plaintiff
complaining about State conduct must show "some threatened
action and consolidate it with the hearing on the United States'
motion for preliminary injunction, which is scheduled to begin
November 14, 2016. (Doc. 104.)
18UNC has also filed a motion to dismiss the claims against it. (Doc.
89.) The motion to dismiss raises similar issues, as well as additional
issues not addressed in the briefing on the present motion. (See Doc.
90.) The court will issue a separate ruling on the motion to dismiss at
a later date.
~gtJNC also argues that it is immune from the individual
transgender [**31] Plaintiffs constitutional claims and that
Chairman Bissette is not a proper party under G~ Pnrte Yc~uir~>. 'OS~
LAS. I1.3. '~ S. C'r. 141. S? L. Gd. ?14 (1908). Because Plaintiffs
have since moved to amend their complaint to drop Chairman
Bissette and substitute UNC President Margaret Spellings as a
Defendant (see Doc. 116-1 ~'~ 11-12), and because the court will not
grant relief on their constitutional claims at this time, see infra
Section II.B.l.b, the court does not reach these issues.

designed [**32]
to prevent courts from "entangling
themselves in abstract disagreements over administrative
policies" until "an administrative decision has been
formalized and its effects felt in a concrete way by the
challenging parties." D/~icl f or~estr~~ ,~iss'rr 1»c~. v. ,Sierru Clr+b
523 U..S. ,'?6. 7.3?-3.i. I18 S. C,t. lbF~S l4(7 T. Ed. 'c1 921
(7945) (quoting .~IGbuttI
nbs. ~~. Gardl~ef•. 387 G7.S. 136. I484~ R7 S. C't 1S07 1h' L. Eck ld 681 (1.46'71. A case is ripe and
fit for judicial decision when the "rule [*631) or action giving
rise to the controversy is final and not dependent upon future
uncertainties or intervening agency rulings." Fr~rnL-s v. Ross,
3.13 F.3cl 184. Iy5 (4th Ctr. ZI)(1?j. In determining whether a
case is ripe, the court must consider both "the fitness of the
issues for judicial decision" and the "hardship to the parties of
withholding court consideration." Ohio Forestr-~~ r1ss51. S23
Ci.S. at 73:i (quoting.~l~bottLribs.. 387 U:S. ai 149).
Here, iINC points to numerous statements from UNC
President Margaret Spellings, including a guidance
memorandum sent to the chancellors of all iJNC constituent
institutions, that Part I "does not contain provisions
concerning enforcement" and that the university's nondiscrimination
which
generally
prohibit
policies,
discrimination on the basis of gender identity, "remain in
effect." (See, e.~., Doc. 38-5 at 1-2.) The guidance
memorandum also notes, however, that UNC must "fulfill its
obligations under the law unless or until the court directs
otherwise." (Id. at 2.) iTNC therefore [**33] acknowledges
that "University institutions must require every multiple
occupancy bathroom and changing facility to be designated
for and used only by persons based on their biological sex."
(Id. at 1 (emphasis added).) President Spellings directed
constituent institutions to take three specific actions under the
law: (1) maintain existing single-sex signage on multiple
occupancy bathrooms and other similar facilities, (2) provide
notice of HB2 to campus constituencies as appropriate, and
(3) share information about the locations of single occupancy
bathrooms on campus. See id. at 1-2.)
Despite the assertion that LTNC does not intend to "enforce"
Part I, ITNC's pronouncements are sufficient to establish a
justiciable case or controversy. The university has repeatedly
indicated that it will -indeed, it must -comply with State law.
(Id. at 1-2.) Although iJNC has not changed the words and
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symbols on its sex-segregated facilities, the meaning of those 7fll, 716-17 (4zh C'ir. 2O16) (evaluating the merits of a Title
words and symbols has changed as a result of Part I, and LTNC IX claim involving transgender bathroom use without
has no legal authority to tell its students or employees discussing whether the school board had threatened the
otherwise. In light of Part I, the sex-segregated signs deny student with any specific punishment for disobeying the
permission to those whose birth certificates fail to identify policy), stay and recall of mandate granted, 136 S. Ct. 2442,
them as a match. LJNC can avoid [**34] this result only by 195 L. Ed. 2d 888.
either (1) openly defying the law, which it has no legal
authority to do, or (2) ordering that ali bathrooms, showers, These considerations also dictate the ripeness analysis.
and other similar facilities on its campuses be designated as President Spellings has indicated that she does not intend to
single occupancy, gender-neutral facilities. Understandably, take any further action, including promulgating any further
guidelines or regulations with regard to Part I, until after this
IJNC has chosen to do neither.
lawsuit concludes. (Doc. 38-1 at ~ 16.) As a result, a delay
As a result, although President Spellings promises to will not render this case more fit for judicial review. See Dhin
"investigate" instances in which individuals are excluded 1~~'orestr}~ Assn, 5?3 [~':S, ar 733. In addition, for reasons
from bathrooms "to determine whether there has been a discussed below, i1NC's exclusion of the individual
violation of the University nondiscrimination policy and transgender Plaintiffs from sex-segregated facilities that
applicable law" (Doc. 38-1 ~ 15), this does not help UNC match their gender identity causes them substantial hardship
because it has not expressly given any student or employee each day the policy is in effect. See infra Section II.B.2. As a
permission to the use bathrooms, showers, and other facilities result, this case is prudentially ripe.
consistent with his or her gender identity. To the contrary,
LTNC has explicitly acknowledged that PartI "remains the law B. Preliminary Relief
of the State" and that neither LTNC nor its non-discrimination
policies has "independent power to change that legal reality." In order to obtain a preliminary injunction, a party must make
(Doc. 23-27 at 2-3.) Unless and until iJNC openly defies the a "clear showing" that (1) it is likely to succeed on the merits;
law, the signs that IJNC posts on its bathrooms, showers, and (2) [**37] it is likely to suffer irreparable harm in the absence
other similar facilities render transgender individuals who use ofpreliminary relief; (3) the balance of equities tips in its
facilities that match their gender identities trespassers, thus favor; and (4) an injunction is in the public interest. Ffijin~er r.
exposing them [**35~ to potential punishment (certainly by IV~r1. Res. Z~c~: Caux~~ciCz litc~.. 555 U: S. 7 2I, 12J S. C'~. 365
other authorities, if not by iTNC). In addition, if the trespasser 1. 72 L. F.c~ ?~l 245 (2tIO8). All four requirements must be
is a student, he or she is subject to discipline under one of satisfied in order for relief to be granted. ReEal Trr~zl~ .~h~~ut
IJNC's student codes of conduct, which generally prohibit C7bczrnc~. Itrc. v. Fed. Electivrz C'or~zrrz`n, 57.i ~'.3d34?. 34~i (4tlr
students from violating federal, State, ar local laws. (See~e.~., Cir. ?O(1y), vacated on other grounds, 559 U.S. 1089. 130 S.
Ct. 2371, 176 L. Ed. 2d 764 (2010). A preliminary injunction
Doc. 67-8 at 3.)
is "an extraordinary remedy involving the exercise of a very
[*632] Thus, contrary to UNC's characterizations, this is not a far-reaching power, which is to be applied only in the limited
case in which an arcane criminal law lingers on the books for circumstances which clearly demand it." Dirc~x I,sf•ac~l Ltd. v.
decades with no threat of enforcement. See, e•~•, Du7itr r, 7~4? Ba~ealcthrorrgh 1~lec~. Ga~~.. 9S2 I'.2c1$OZ. 811 (4th Cir•. 1)9I)
~'.?d at 1?f16 (finding no justiciable case or controversy (citations and internal quotation marks omitted). Plaintiffs
surrounding a fornication and cohabitation statute when there must show more than a grave or serious question for
had been no arrests or prosecutions pursuant to the law for litigation; they must "clearly" demonstrate that they are
several decades). Nor is this a case in which public agencies "likely" to succeed on the merits. Real 7r~uth ,~I bozrt ~1bar~ra
do nothing more than "stand ready to perform their general 5 75 F._id cat 346-=1?.
duty to enforce laws." See id. Instead, IJNC currently
instructs the individual transgender plaintiffs that Part I is in 1. Likelihood of Success on the Merits
effect on tTNC's campuses. (See, e.~., Doc. 67-5 at 3
(memorandum from IJNC Chancellor Carol Folt stating, "The a. Title IX
memo from ZINC General Administration also confirms that
the law relating to public restrooms and changing facilities To establish a claim under Title IX, the individual transgender
does apply to the University.").) That iINC has not articulated Plaintiffs must show that (1) they were excluded from
plans for administering a specific [**36] punishment for participation in an education program because of their sex; (2)
transgender individuals who violate its policy does not the educational institution was receiving federal financial
undermine the existence of a justiciable case or controversy. assistance at the time of their exclusion; and (3) the improper
See G.G. c~x rc=1. Grinint r•. Gloucester- Ctt-~ Sch. Bd .422 F.3c~ discrimination caused [*633) them harm. G.G.. X422 f-'.3~1 at
'- •
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718. ZINC and its constituent institutions receive federal
financial assistance under Title IX. (See Doc. 23-27 at 2.) In
addition, for the [**38] reasons explained below, UNC's
enforcement of Part I has caused medical and other harms to
the individual transgender Plaintiffs. See infra Section II.B.2.
Thus, the primary question for the court is whether the
individual transgender Plaintiffs are likely to show that PartI
unlawfully excludes them from certain bathrooms, showers,
and other facilities on the basis of sex.
Title IX provides: "No person . . .shall, on the basis of sex, be
excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be
subjected to discrimination under any education program or
activity receiving Federal financial assistance." 2%I U.S. C'. t~
1681 crl, This prohibition against sex discrimination protects
employees as well as students. i'~~: f~c~~vc,r 13c1. o~'Edi~c. v. Bell,
~Sb U: S. 51Z S3(1. 102 S C't. 1912 7? l;. Ecl. ~c~ 2.99 (19~S'~i.
As a result, covered institutions may not "limit any person in
the enjoyment of any right, privilege, advantage, or
opportunity" on the basis of sex. 34 G'.F.R. ~s It16.3/(b~(7); see
also id. ~~ 1U<.3.1(G (21 (prohibiting discrimination in the
provision of "aid, benefits, or services"). Access to
bathrooms, showers, and other similar facilities qualifies as a
"right, privilege, advantage, or opportunity" for the purposes
of Title IX, ~. G.. 822 F'.3d nt ?Ic4 n.4.
"Title IX is a broadly written general prohibition on
discrimination, followed by specific, narrow [**39]
exceptions to that broad prohibition." Jack,sc~n v. Bzrmin~frunr
13c2'. o~ 'Ec~trc., ~=~4 U.S. IG7. 175, I?S S. C~~. 149? 161I I'c~
?c1 a61 (20O51. Thus, "[n]ot all distinctions on the basis of sex
are impermissible under Title IX." G.G., ~4'? F.3c! at 718. For
example, the statute itself contains an exception that permits
covered institutions to "maintain[] separate living facilities for
the different sexes." lQ U: S.C. 5 I6~Yh. In addition, a DOE
regulation states that covered institutions "may provide
separate toilet, locker room, and shower facilities on the basis
of sex, but such facilities provided for students of one sex
shall be comparable to such facilities provided for students of
the other sex." 34 C,.,F. R. tip' IOti.33.
Until very recently, little to no explicit authority existed
regarding the application of Title IX and its related
regulations to transgender students and employees. Around
2013, however, DOE began taking the position that covered
institutions must treat transgender individuals consistent with
their gender identity. (See Doc. 23-29 at 3 (citing Letter from
Anurima Bhargava, Chief, U.S. Dept of Justice, and Arthur
Zeidman, Director, U.S. Dept of Educ. Office of Civil Rights,
to Dr. Joel Shawn, Superintendent, Arcadia Unified Sch. Dist.
24,
(July
2013),
available
at
htrps:/.ha>ivtiv.~usticE.~or~'sries/clE ~zuXtifilesicr-t.'le~acv/2013/Oi/
~ ~itizrcac~i~rletfef~.ndf ).)

On April 19, 2016, the Fourth Circuit concluded that
courts [**40] must defer to DOE's relatively recent position in
the context of sex-segregated bathrooms. G.G.. 822 F.3cl ~z~
723. In G. U., a high school sophomore in eastern Virginia
transitioned from female to male, living as a boy in all aspects
of life. Ic% at 715, School officials initially supported G.G.'s
transition and took steps to ensure that teachers and staff
treated the student as a boy. Id. School officials also gave
G.G. permission to use the boys' bathrooms, although they
made no decision with regard to locker rooms or showers
because G.G. did not participate in physical education. Icf c~:
,n~2. G.G. used the boys' bathrooms without incident for
several weeks. /d ~7t tIS_1h. At some point, however, parents
and community members began contacting the local school
board to complain about G.G.'s use of the [*634] boys'
bathrooms. Id at 7l ~. In response, the school board
implemented a policy limiting access to sex-segregated
bathrooms and locker rooms based on "biological gender" and
requiring its schools to provide "an alternative appropriate
private facility" to accommodate students with "gender
identity issues." Id. The school board also mandated a series
of steps designed to improve privacy for all students,
including adding partitions and privacy [**41] strips in
bathrooms and constructing additional single occupancy
bathrooms. Id.
Shortly after the school board adopted its new policy, G.G.
requested an opinion letter from DOE regarding the
application of Title IX to transgender students. See icl. cz~ 732
(Niemeyer, J., dissenting in part). On January 7, 2015, DOE
responded with an opinion letter that states,
The Department's Title IX regulations permit schools to
provide sex-segregated restrooms, locker rooms, shower
facilities, housing, athletic teams, and single-sex classes
under certain circumstances. When a school elects to
separate or treat students differently on the basis of sex
in those situations, a school generally must treat
transgender students consistent with their gender
identity.
(Doc. 23-29 (the "DOE opinion letter").) On June 11, 2015,
G.G. sued the school board, claiming that the policy of
excluding students from bathrooms on the basis of "biological
gender" violated Title IX. G=Ci. ~4?~ F'.3d of ;17.
The district court dismissed G.G.'s Title IX claim, concluding
that the DOE opinion letter is not entitled to deference under
the doctrine announced in suer i~. Rnhbins ~19 U.5'. 452 11?
S. E:t. ~9t)S, 13? G. Ecl. 2c~ 79 (1997). See Ci.Cs. h'22 F.3it at
717.~~ The district court concluded that 34 C.F.R. ~ It~~.33,

20 Under Auer, an agency's interpretation of its own ambiguous
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which permits schools to "provide separate toilet, 888 (2016,x. Such intervention [**44] is granted where a lower
locker [**42] room, and shower facilities on the basis of sex," court "tenders a ruling out of harmony with [the Supreme
unambiguously refers to a student's "birth or biological sex." Court's] prior decisions, or [raises] questions of transcending
822 P.3cf az 719. The district court also reasoned that, even if public importance, or [presents] issues which would likely
the meaning of the phrase "on the basis of sex" were induce [the] Court to grant certiorari." See Rr~ssn >>. B}-~~nc3,
ambiguous in this regulation, then DOE's interpretation would 4l).9 U: S. 121.9, 1'?1, 9.3 S. Ct. 21. 34 L. I~c~. 2d 3~ (197?)
be clearly erroneous and inconsistent with the regulation (Douglas, J.).
because "'on the basis of sex' means, at most, on the basis of
sex and gender together, [so] it cannot mean on the basis of In light of the foregoing, the fate of G.G. is uncertain. But,
despite the stay and recall of the mandate, the Supreme Court
gender alone." Id.
did not vacate or reverse the Fourth Circuit's decision. See
The Fourth Circuit reversed. Icl. at ?27. The court first G.G.. 136 S. Ct. at 2442. Thus, while other courts may reach
concluded that the phrase "on the basis of sex" in ~ 1f)6.33 is contrary decisions, see T~-a~us 7~. Utrited Sfciter No. 7:16~ev54
ambiguous because the regulation "is silent as to how a school 2O1 F. St~t~J~. .id $1Z, 'Ulf U.S. IJist. 1L:XIS 1l34S9, ?016 iT~T
should determine whether a transgender individual is a male 446495, at *14-15 tr~:la. Tc~.~-. ~1u~>. Zt, ?t},l~} (adopting the
or female." Icl. crt 720. The court then determined that DOE's view advanced in Judge Niemeyer's dissenting opinion from
interpretation, while "novel" and "perhaps not the intuitive G.G.),2z at present G.G. remains the law in this circuit. See
one," is not clearly erroneous because a dictionary from 1971 Unrtec~ States v. Cz~lliats, =~1~ F.3cl 304, 3.11 (4th C"ir. 2~1C)5)
defined the word "sex" as encompassing "morphological, ("A decision of a panel of this court becomes the law of the
physiological, and behavioral" characteristics. 1d. at 721-??.~~ circuit and is binding on other panels unless it is overruled by
Finally, the court [**43~ concluded that the DOE opinion a subsequent en bane opinion of this court or a superseding
letter reflects the agency's fair and considered judgment on contrary decision of the Supreme Court."); Friel Pr~o.stlreiics,
policy formulation, rather than a convenient litigating Inc. r, I3crFik cif ,~nier•iea. 1'~~u. Cllrrl.DKC 2f104-3481. 2Ox_5
position. Id az 7?2-23. As a result, the court remanded with U:S. IJi.st. LEX1S 11370. 20f)~ Ff'Z; ~48?63 crt *1 c~ ~r.~ (l~. t1lcl.
instructions for the district court to give the DOE opinion f~'eh. ~. 20OSj (noting that a stay of a Fourth Circuit mandate
letter "controlling weight" with regard [*635] to the meaning in a separate case would not "prevent the Fourth Circuit
of ~5 1O6.33, ld. c~z 72~. 727.
decision from having precedential value and binding
authority" in the present case); [**45~ see also Ahukcr~• v.
On remand, the district court entered a preliminary injunction ~1s/:cr~ofl. Nv. 111-~42, '(1(14 ~%.S. ~l~ist.I1.~~7,559.98, ?DD~I lffT.,
requiring the school board to allow G.G, to use the boys' 74175y, az ~`2-3 CD. 1~liizn. ~lci~~. 17, 2f)O4) (assuming that an
bathrooms. G.G~ E>~~ t•c>t. Grirltni ti~. Gl<ar~ccster Cta~. Sch. 13c1.
Eighth Circuit opinion in a separate case retained its
~~+o. 4:15cv5=~ ?016 C;;S Dist GEXIS .9316 2016 ti1%Z precedential value despite the Eighth Circuit's subsequent
35~~I~YS3 of *1 f~.L> G~n June 23 ~f)Xt5}. The Fourth Circuit decision to recall and stay its own mandate in light of
denied the school board's request to stay that injunction impending Supreme Court review).
pending appeal. G.G. eta r•el, Grimm v. Gloucester Ct~•. Selr.
Bd., No 16-1733, f>S4 ~la'ecl ~1,~~pY. 6U6. ?(1.16 ~.~'.S. A~,~. I.EXIS Consequently, to evaluate the individual transgender
13O4Z. 2016 FfI, 3743189 nt *? (4tlt Cir~. Ju/v 1? ?t1l ~i). Plaintiffs' Title IX claim, the court must undertake atwo-part
However, on August 3, 2016 -two days after the hearing on analysis. First, the court must determine whether Part I
Plaintiffs' motion in the present case -the Supreme Court violates Title IX's general prohibition against sex
stayed the Fourth Circuit's mandate and the district court's discrimination. See 2D U. S. C. ~ 1b~~'1~~r). Second, if Part I
preliminary injunction until it could rule on the school board's violates Title IX's general prohibition against sex
forthcoming petition for a writ of certiorari. Gloucester Ctv. discrimination, the court must then determine whether an
Sch. Bd. v. G.G. ex rel. Grimm 136 S. Ct. 2442 195 L. Ed 2d

regulation is "controlling unless plainly erroneous or inconsistent
with the regulation." 514 US. uz d61 (citations and internal quotation
marks omitted).
z ~ The court noted that another dictionary defined "sex" as "the sum
of those anatomical and physiological differences with reference to
which the male and female are distinguished.° tt~. ar 721. Neither of
the dictionaries cited by the majority included gender identity as a
componenC of "sex." See id. ~7t i27-?2.

'-z The court also concluded that DOE's guidance violated the
Administrative Procedure Act, and the court preliminarily enjoined
DOJ from using or asserting DOE's position on gender identity in
any litigation initiated after the entry of its order. 201~ Ct:S. gist.
IEk7S 113459. [Yt'11 nt *1!- *14 1?. Because Texas is a district
court opinion from outside the Fourth Circuit, however, and because
the court's order was issued after the initiation of this case, this court
remains bound by G. G, and the Texas order has no direct effect on
this litigation.
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exception to that general prohibition applies. See Jac%son,
.Sq4 U.S. at 175 ("Title IX is a broadly written general
prohibition [**46] on discrimination, [*636] followed by
specific, narrow exceptions to that broad prohibition."). The
only potentially applicable exception cited by the parties
comes from a DOE regulation that allows schools to "provide
separate toilet, locker room, and shower facilities on the basis
of sex." ,i4 C.I'.R. ,ys 106._33. However, in light of G.G., this
court must give controlling weight to the DOE opinion letter,
which states that schools "generally must treat transgender
students consistent with their gender identify" (Doc. 23-29 at
3), when considering the scope of this exception during the
second stage of the analysis.
Under this framework, the Title IX analysis in this case is
relatively straightforward. Part Irequires schools to segregate
multiple occupancy bathrooms, showers, and other similar
facilities on the basis of sex. HB2 § 1.2-1.3. Because the
provision of sex-segregated facilities necessarily requires
schools to treat individuals differently depending on their sex,
Part I falls within Title IX's general prohibition against sex
discrimination. The only potentially applicable exception
comes from ~S` /06.33, which permits sex-segregated
bathrooms and other facilities. But G.G. and the DOE opinion
letter teach that, for the [**47~ purposes of this regulation, a
school generally must treat students consistent with their
gender identity. (See 8'2 It'.3c1 ctt 7'3; Doc. 23-29 at 3.) Part 1,
by contrast, requires schools to treat students consistent with
their birth certificates, regardless of gender identity. HB2 §
1.2-1.3. Thus, although Part I is consistent with the DOE
opinion letter when applied to most students, it is inconsistent
with the DOE opinion letter as applied to the individual
transgender Plaintiffs, whose birth certificates do not align
with their gender identity. As a result, Paxt I does not qualify
for the regulatory exception - as interpreted by DOE -and
therefore appears to violate Title IX when applied to the
individual transgender Plaintiffs.
Defendants raise a number of objections to the application of
G.G. in this case, but none is sufficient at this time.
Defendants first argue that the Fourth Circuit's holding in
G.G. is limited to bathrooms and does not extend to showers
or other similar facilities. True, G.G. concluded that "the
[DOE's] interpretation of its own regulation, ~~ ID(~:33, as it
relates to restroom access by transgender individuals, is
entitled to Auer deference and is to be accorded controlling
weight." 8?2 F.3d «t 723. Further, [**48] the court noted that
because G.G. did not seek access to other facilities, "[o]nly
restroom use is at issue in this case." Id a~ 71.i rr. 2. And as to
the objections raised, the court commented, "We doubt that
G.G.'s use of the communal restroom of his choice threatens
the type of constitutional abuses present in the cases cited by

the dissent.° fcl. cct 7?3 rzJQ. Consequently, the district court
only ordered the school board to allow G.G. to use boys'
bathrooms. G G. 2016 U S. I~z.st. LEXIS 93164 2O16 Gfi~1;
3541~s~?, cat *1.
But the indispensable foundation of G.C~.'.s holding is that
DOE's interpretation of "sex" in ,~S' 106.~3, as outlined in the
DOE opinion letter, is entitled to controlling weight. 822 F.3d
ut ?23. As the dissent in G.G. aptly noted, "acceptance of
[G.G's] argument would necessarily change the definition of
'sex' for purposes of assigning separate living facilities, locker
rooms, and shower facilities as well. All are based on 'sex,' a
term that must be construed uniformly throughout Title IX
and its implementing regulations." Id. at 73-~ (Niemeyer, J.,
dissenting in part). In fact, the majority also agreed with this
point. Ic% ar X33 ("In many respects, we are in agreement with
the dissent. We agree that 'sex' should be construed uniformly
throughout Title IX and its implementing regulations.").
Moreover, the [**49] passage of the DOE opinion letter which G.G. requires be accorded controlling [*637] weight explicitly includes "locker rooms" and "shower facilities"
among the "situations" in which students must be treated
consistent with their gender identity. (Doc. 23-29 at 3.)23
To be sure, the G.G. court did note that the bathrooms at the
Virginia school were separately partitioned. [**50~ 822 1? 3~l
at 716. But it is difficult to find any articulation of how that
fact was important to the court's reasoning. Although showers
and changing rooms clearly present obvious practical
concerns that differ from bathrooms, both the logic and
holding of G.G. make no distinction between facilities. The
court made this point clear by noting that in applying its
analytical framework it would not weigh "privacy interests or
safety concerns -fundamentally questions of policy" which it
said was "a task committed to the agency, not the courts." 1~
t.
24
cat 723-24.

z3 Indeed, DOE has continued to issue expanded guidance well after
the filing of this lawsuit and the 425 case against the State. DOE's
newest guidance explicitly mandates transgender access to all
facilities that are consistent with their gender identity. (E~., Doc. 2330 at 4 ("Restrooms and Locker Rooms. A school may provide
separate facilities on the basis of sex, but must allow transgender
students access to such facilities consistent with their gender
identity.").) This guidance does not include the qualifier "generally,"
which was included in the DOE opinion letter. (Id.) Plaintiffs
contend that this document, which was not available at the time of
G
A
G., is also entitled to Auer deference. (See Doc. 22 at 14.) The
Texas court, which was not bound by GG., concluded that this
guidance is not entitled to Auer deference. 'tlll CC'S'. f_}r.st. LE.1%~4
113aS9. 2016 177.: 4~t264ss, at *1i.
24 Nor does it appear that the court or DOE considered the potentially
significant costs associated with retrofitting some facilities to ensure
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While district courts are often said to be the "front line than separate facilities likely violates Title IX under G.G.
experimenters in the laboratories of difficult legal questions,"
Hip=eXti' v. I~~ti' 7e~ch Cnnrr~~. Call. .S"~uth 13e~td <Y3(~ I'.3~ 698 Defendants also note that the school board policy in G.G. did
2fJ1f~ U:S. .~~~~~. LEXI:S' 1~ 746. 2!)1f~ I~~'G X03970?. at *4 (lth not include any criteria for determining the "biological
Gir. ?(1.16J, they are bound to follow circuit precedent. To gender" [**53] of particular students. See 822 T:3cI ~rP 7~1-22.
accept Defendants' argument -which is more an attack on By contrast, Part I includes a simple, objective criterion -the
G.G.'s reasoning than a legal distinction -would violate that sex listed on the individual's birth certificate -for determining
obligation. Therefore, at this early stage on a motion for an individual's "biological sex." HB2 § 1.2-1.3. Defendants
preliminary relief pending trial, it is enough to say that G.G. are correct on this point. But the holding of G.G. did not turn
requires Title IX institutions in this circuit to generally treat on any supposed ambiguity in the school board's policy.
transgender students consistent with [**51] their gender Instead, G.G. rested on the Fourth Circuit's determination that
identity, including in showers and changing rooms. (Doc. 23- the DOE opinion letter is entitled to controlling weight under
29 at 3.) Defendants do not deny that Part I bars Title IX Auer 822 F.3d ct! i2.i. The DOE opinion letter does not even
institutions from attempting to accommodate such students in remotely suggest that schools may treat students inconsistent
any fashion, except in the limited form of a separate facility with their gender identity so long as the school has clear
that is optional in the State's discretion. See HB2 § 1.2-1.3. criteria for determining an individual's "biological sex."
Thus, G.G. indicates that the individual transgender Plaintiffs
Defendants next argue that G.G. did not involve any
are likely to succeed on the merits of their Title IX claim.
constitutional challenges to DOE regulations ar the DOE
Even Plaintiffs accept that the State's interests are legitimate opinion letter. True, the Fourth Circuit noted the absence of
and seem to acknowledge that there may be practical limits to such challenges in G.G. see ic1. n!~ 7?~-2~, whereas
the application of DOE's guidance, especially where minors Defendants did raise such issues in their answer and
are involved. See Doc. 103 at 15-21.)~s At the hearing, counterclaims (see Doc. 54 ¶'~ 120-25). But Defendants have
counsel for the amid school administrators represented that not raised any constitutional defenses in their responses to the
public school showers and changing rooms -facilities in individual transgender Plaintiffs' motion for preliminary
which students are likely to be partially or fully nude -today injunction, and Plaintiffs therefore have not yet responded to
often contain partitions, dividers, and other mechanisms to these issues.27 The [**54] court cannot ignore G.G. and
protect privacy similar to bathrooms. (See Doc. 103 at 137- simply assume that Defendants will prevail on constitutional
38.) This suggests that, as in G.G., other forms of defenses that they may or may not develop at some point in
accommodation might be available to protect privacy and the future. See fV~trve Ec~sti~stei7ts Council ce AIL fur th~~ 11~i1d
safety concerns. See G. C~. H22 F.3c~ cat 72 3 (agreeing that "'an Rockre~s v. U.S. F'or-est Seer. tVo. ~:II-c°v-212 2D11 l~..5'. T)r.~t.
individual has a legitimate and important interest in bodily LE~17S 1O?Oc5'9. Zf~11 6fi%L 4t)I~b62. ~~t ~`f0 n.10 ~Z). l~lutra
privacy such [**52] that his or her nude or partially nude 5~~~r. 9, 2011) (declining to consider claims not raised in a
body, genitalia, and other private parts' [*638] are not party's brief for the purposes of a preliminary injunction but
involuntarily exposed" and concluding that "[i]t is not preserving those claims for the remainder of the case); see
apparent to us, however, that the truth of these propositions also Cnr~ter r.I~e, 283 F.3d 24~, 2.5? n.11 (4t12 C;'ir•. '00')
undermines the conclusion we reach" to grant DOE's (contentions not raised in a party's opening brief are generally
interpretation of its regulations controlling weight).26 considered to be waived). Of course, Defendants may
Ultimately, the question of determining the full scope of ultimately develop successful constitutional defenses at a later
transgender users' rights to these more intimate facilities stage of the proceedings.
under DOE's interpretation - as to which the State has
significant legitimate interests - is not before the court. For
now, it suffices to say that Part I's blanket ban that forecloses -? In fact, although Senator Berger and Representative Moore's brief
any form of accommodation for transgender students other incorporates some portions of their answer by reference, it does not
incorporate the eonsCitutional claims or defenses to the Title IX
claim. (See Doc. 61 at 13 (referencing defenses to Plaintiffs' Equal
pnvacy.
Protection and Due Process claims).) At the hearing on Plaintiffs'
zs DOJ, however, argues that DOE's guidance makes no such motion, the legislators first raised the argument that enforcing DOE's
interpretation of "sex" would constihrte a Spending Clause violation
allowance and that _G G.'s holding requires controlling weight across
under F'ennlrzirs( State Scla. cf Hose. v. Ftaldermcrri, 451 LI.,S. 1 1?all facilities. (Doc. 103 at 54-57.)
1b~, IO1 S. C~. 1531. 6? L. ~d. _'c~ 69~t t1981~. (Doc. 103 at 81-85.) As
26 For example, PartI excludes some transgender users from showers Defendants have yet to develop this defense, it does not rise
and changing rooms that match their gender identity even if such to [**55] the level of undermining the individual transgender
facilities are fully partitioned or otherwise unoccupied.
Plaintiffs' showing of a likelihood of success on the merits.
'•

~
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Finally, Defendants argue that this case differs from G.G. b. Constitutional Claims
because that case involved [*639] no major complaints or
safety concerns from students. Defendants are correct, though In addition to their Title IX claim, Plaintiffs also seek access
community members certainly raised these kinds of to sex-segregated facilities at public rest stops and other
objections. See G.t .. X422 F.3d cz~ 715-I~i. But on this record, entities not covered by Title IX. [**58] As a result, despite
Defendants have not offered sufficient evidence to distinguish granting relief under Title IX, the court must also consider
Plaintiffs' factual circumstances, or those pertaining to anyone Plaintiffs' constitutional claims. The constitutional claims in
else in North Carolina for that matter, from those in G.G.28 this case raise novel and difficult questions in a context
To the contrary, the current record indicates that the underdeveloped in the law. As a practical matter, therefore,
individual transgender Plaintiffs used bathrooms and locker Plaintiffs' task of presenting the kind of [*640] "clear
rooms corresponding with their gender identity without showing" necessary to justify preliminary relief, ti~zntef•, 55.5
complaint for far longer than G.G. used the boys' bathrooms tl.S. ut ??, is even more difficult in this case. Thus, this court
at his school. (Compare Doc. 22-4 ¶¶ 15, 30 (approximately is more cautious to act where the application of existing
five months), and Doc. 22-8 ¶~ 19, 25 (approximately principles of law to new areas is uncertain and novel,
eighteen months), and Doc. 22-9 ¶~ 15, 19-20 (same), with particularly in the context of a preliminary injunction. See
G.U. 8?? F.3d art 715-16 (seven weeks). Moreover, as noted Cnpital Associcttc~d Irtc~ur. v. Gbc~~er, 129 F. Strz~v. 3d 2$Iz
above and like the situation in G.G., bathroom, shower, and 2N8-RI("~~1:Z7.N: C. ?0151 ("Where, as in this case, 'substantial
other facilities are often separately partitioned to preserve issues of constitutional dimensions' are before the court, those
privacy and safety concerns. (See Doc. 103 at 138; Doc. 22- issues 'should be fully developed at trial in order to [e]nsure a
19'~ 14.) Finally, the Fourth [**56] Circuit's analysis in G.G. proper and just resolution.'° (quoting YV'~~t~el ~~. F_c~i~>a~~cic 635
did not rest on the specific circumstances of that case or the F.2c~ 283, 291 (4th Cif•. 1980))); see also C,scxn~t ~~. C'lernsan
wisdom of DOE's position, but rather on the deference owed fir. Coll. n/~ ,S. C. ?Ob' F. Su~~. 416. 41~R fl~:D. S. C. 19G2~
to the DOE opinion letter. Icl. a¢ 723-24 ("[T]he weighing of ("On an application for preliminary injunction, the court is not
privacy interests or safety concerns — fundamentally bound to decide doubtful and difficult questions of law or
questions of policy — is a task committed to the agency, not disputed questions of fact.").
the courts. . . . To the extent the dissent critiques the result we
reach today on policy grounds, we reply that, our Auer i. Equal Protection
analysis complete, we leave policy formulation to the political
The Fourteenth Amendment provides that no State may "deny
branches.").
to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the
* **
XII
laws." U~S. <'o~=sj. amc:~rr~.__._,_%.,~:_.I.
However, this broad
principle "must coexist with the practical necessity that most
Ci.G. compels the conclusion that the individual transgender legislation classifies [**59] for one purpose or another, with
Plaintiffs are likely to succeed on the merits of their Title IX resulting disadvantage to various groups or persons.° Ro~~er•
claim. Part [**57] I's wholesale ban on access to facilities is v. Evrtnr .5I7 U~.S fi?D b37 116 S. Ct. 1b20 I~9 L Ed. 3~1
inconsistent with DOE's guidance on Title IX compliance b'Ss x1996). As a result, the Supreme Court has "attempted to
under G.G. and precludes educational institutions from reconcile the principle with the reality° by prescribing
attempting to accommodate particular transgender individuals different levels of scrutiny depending on whether a law
who wish such accommodation in bathrooms and other "targets a suspect class." Id. Laws that do not target a suspect
facilities.29
class are subject to rational basis review, and courts should
"uphold the legislative classification so long as it bears a
rational relation to some legitimate end." Id. By contrast, laws
28 Defendants did present two news articles describing men in Seattle
and Virginia who entered women's bathrooms or showers. (Does. 551, 55-52.) Neither man claimed to be transgender; one was
apparently protesting a local ordinance, while the other was arrested
for peeping. (See id.) North Carolina's peeping and indecent
exposure statutes continue to protect the privacy of citizens
regardless of Part I, and there is no indication that a sexual predator
could successfully claim transgender status as a defense against
prosecution under these statutes.
29 Plaintiffs argue in supplemental briefing that "broad relief'
equivalent to a facial ban of HB2 is necessary to ensure protection of

the individual transgender Plaintiffs' rights. (Doc. at 13.) But there is
no class-wide claim presently pending, and ACLU-NC did not allege
a Title IX claim. In light of LTNC's insistence that it will not take any
further action in response to Part I, broader relief is not necessary to
ensure that the individual transgender Plaintiffs receive effective
preliminary relief. Cf. ~Vix~'1 Ord. fir• Relornr of tilarilur~jza Lcnvs
(~'OCt;I<f() v tlulit>rt ff)8 F. .Su~~r7• 9d4. 9fi4 ~1~. C'al. 1yb'S1
(ordering broad relief on individual claims where the individual
plaintiffs were at "significant risk for repeated rights violations"
because government actors could not effectively "distinguish the
parties from the nonparties").
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that target a suspect class, such as race, are subject to strict
scrutiny. See C'it~afRrc{mrond ~~. J:A. C~rosc~n Cc>.. 488 L'.S.
469. 493lf)~ S. C't. 7(l~i~, 102 L. .Ed. 2~ 8~4 (198y}.
It is well settled that classifications based on sex are subject to
intermediate scrutiny. See United Stnte.~ v. Vzrginicz, ?1$ LI.S.
_515, 532-33, 116 S. Ct. 2264, 135 G. Ed. 2c~ 73.5 1X96).
Under intermediate scrutiny, the State must demonstrate that
the challenged law serves "'important governmental
objectives and that the discriminatory means employed' are
'substantially related to the achievement of those objectives."'
IcJ. at 533 (quoting Illississi~~i Univ. {~r ~~t'on~c~tt r'. Flt> >cr1i,
~.SR U S. 718 724 1~~ S~. C't. 33.i 1 73 L. E~~ lr~ 1091?
1982 ). Unlike strict scrutiny, the government is not required
to show that the law is the "least intrusive means of achieving
the relevant government objective." tlnitec~ States i~. Stc~re~~,
h~~i F.3c~ 1.i4, 159 (4th C_'ir. 2(111) (citations and internal
quotation marks omitted). "In other words, the fit needs to be
reasonable; a perfect fit is [**60] not required.° Icf. at 1b2.
Nevertheless, "[t]he burden of justification is demanding and
it rests entirely on the State." liir;~rini~, 514 U: S. ut .i33. In
addition, the justification must be "genuine, not hypothesized
or invented post hoc in response to litigation." Id. Finally, the
justification "must not rely on overbroad generalizations
about the different talents, capacities, or preferences of males
and females." Id.
Here, Part I classifies citizens on the basis of "biological sex"
and requires that each sex use separate multiple occupancy
bathrooms, showers, and other similar facilities. HB2 § 1.21.3. Because PartIfacially classifies and discriminates among
citizens on the basis of sex, intermediate scrutiny applies.3o
See i'i~~ginra, 518 L'S. at 533-3a.
[*641] There is no question that the protection of bodily
privacy is an important government interest and that the State
may promote this interest by excluding members of the
opposite sex from places in which individuals are likely to
engage in intimate bodily functions. See, e.~., ~~iri~lkner- v.
Jc~ni~s. 10 F.3d 226. 23l {=~rh Cir. I~~3j ("The point is

30 The parties have devoted substantial time and energy to arguments
regarding (1) whether transgender individuals qualify as a suspect
class for Equal Protection purposes, and (2) whether Plainriffs have
established a sex stereotyping claim under the line of cases
beginning with I'yicc~ f~''tuc~rl~rause ~~. Hn~~kins, 490 [?:S. ?2fi. 1(~) S.
Ct. 1775, 1{14 L. Ed. Zd 268 (19~Y97 (construing Title VII). As
Plaintiffs acknowledge, however, success on either of these theories
in the context of their Equal Protection claim would result in the
court applying the same intermediate level of scrutiny applied to
laws [**61] that facially classify citizens on the basis of sex. (Doc.
103 at 35-36.) Thus, the court declines to consider these issues at this
stage because PartIfacially classifies individuals on the basis of sex.

illustrated by society's undisputed approval of separate public
rest rooms for men and women based on privacy concerns.
The need for privacy justifies separation and the differences
between the genders demand a facility for each gender that is
different."); Lee r. Poirfzr, 641 F.2d .1117, 1119 (4th C:'it•.
~1
("Most people, however, have a special sense of
privacy in their genitals, and involuntary exposure of them in
the presence of people of the other sex may be especially
demeaning and humiliating."); see also Die v. LrrzeY~nr Ch'.
Fifit) ~:3~~ Ib'9 176-77 (3~~ Cir. 2(111) (observing that several
circuits have recognized "a constitutionally protected privacy
interest in [one's] partially clothed body"); Senrrlr~edcr i~.
Ramirez, S~b7 F.2t~ 141:3, 1X16 (9th C;iF•. 2012) (stating that
"[t]he right to bodily privacy is fundamental" and noting that
"common sense" and "decency" [**62] protect a parolee's
right not to be observed by an officer of the opposite sex
while producing a urine sample); ~'or-k ti~. Sfor7=, 324.1~.2c~ 450,
45S (9fh Cir. 1963 ("The desire to shield one's unclothed
figure from view of strangers, and particularly strangers of the
opposite sex, is impelled by elementary self-respect and
personal dignity."). This interest is particularly strong with
regard to minors. See, e.~., Beai-cl ~~. T~hinr~or~e L~rke Sch.
~i,st., 4(12 F.~id 5,48, 604 (6th Ci~~. 3f?OS) ("Students of course
have a significant privacy interest in their unclothed bodies.");
I
)oe r. Rc~rrJr~vtic, 63l F'd .4.1. 9Z-93 (7th C'ir. 19~~ (stating
that it "does not take a constitutional scholar" to conclude that
a strip search invades a student's privacy rights). At the
hearing on this motion, Plaintiffs acknowledged that the
practice of segregating bathrooms and other similar facilities
on the basis of sex promotes this government interest. (See
Doc. 103 at 15-19.)
All parties agree that bodily privacy qualifies as an important
State interest and that sex-segregated facilities are
substantially related to that interest.3 ~ But the relevant
authorities do not define "sex" or explicitly explain which
differences between men and women give rise to the State's
interest in separating the sexes for privacy purposes;
generally, these cases simply observe that individuals of one
sex [**63] have a privacy interest in being separated from
"the other sex." See, e.g., Lec 641 F.2d nt 111~. Not
surprisingly, then, the parties disagree about which definition

31 Despite this concession, many of Plaintiffs' arguments in this case
would, if accepted and taken to their logical conclusion, suggest that
the time-honored practice of sex-segregated bathrooms and showers
is unconstitutional. At the hearing on this motion, counsel speculated
that sex-segregated bathrooms are justified, if at all, (1) by virtue of
the long history of providing such facilities, (2) to express society's
belief that "the two sexes, the two genders . . .should be separated
except in marriage," and (3) because no [**64] one has bothered to
challenge the practice of providing sex-segregated facilities which,
while separate, tend to be roughly equal in quality. (See id. at 16-21.)
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of [*642] "sex" promotes the State's interest in bodily
privacy. Defendants contend that bodily privacy interests arise
from physiological differences between men and women, and
that sex should therefore be defined in terms of physiology for
the purposes of bathrooms, showers, and other similar
facilities. Plaintiffs, by contrast, implicitly contend that bodily
privacy interests arise from differences in gender identity, and
that sex should therefore be defined in terms of gender
identity for the purposes of these facilities.
To support their position, Plaintiffs submitted expert
declarations stating that, from a "medical perspective," gender
identity is the only "appropriate" characteristic for
distinguishing between males and females. (See, e.~., Doc.
22-1 ¶ 23.) Defendants have indicated their strong
disagreement with this position, though they have not yet
offered any evidence on this point in this case.32 But
regardless of the characteristics that distinguish men and
women for "medical" purposes, Supreme Court and Fourth
Circuit precedent supports Defendants' position that
physiological characteristics distinguish men and women for
the purposes of bodily privacy.

an Immigration and Naturalization Service ("INS") policy that
imposed "a set of requirements on the children of citizen
fathers born abroad and out of wedlock to a noncitizen mother
that are not imposed [**66] under like circumstances when
the citizen parent is the mother." 1~1. ~9-E~(1. The Court held
that the government's "use of gender specific terms" is
constitutionally permissible when the relevant law "takes into
account a biological difference" between men and women. Icl.
crt 64. The Court rejected the argument that the INS policy
reflected stereotypes about the roles and capacities of mothers
and fathers, stating that "the difference does not result from
some stereotype, defined as a frame of mind resulting from
irrational or uncritical analysis." Id. crt 68. Instead, the Court
found, "There is nothing irrational or improper in the
recognition that at the moment of birth
, the mother's
knowledge of the child and the fact of parenthood [*643]
have been established in a way not guaranteed in the case of
the unwed father. This is not a stereotype." Id. Finally, the
Court concluded:
To fail to acknowledge even our most basic biological
differences
. risks making the guarantee of equal
protection superficial, and so disserving it. Mechanistic
classification of all our differences as stereotypes would
operate to obscure those misconceptions and prejudices
that are real. The distinction embodied in the statutory
scheme [**67] here at issue is not marked by
misconception and prejudice, nor does it show disrespect
for either class. The difference between men and women
in relation to the birth process is a real one, and the
principle of equal protection does not forbid Congress to
address the problem at hand in a manner specific to each
gender.

Although the Supreme Court has never had an occasion to
explicitly explain which differences between men and women
justify the decision to provide sex-segregated facilities, the
Court has generally assumed that the sexes are primarily
defined by their [**65] differing physiologies. In Vir ~,4z C7, for
example, the Court rejected the notion that women were not
suited for education at the Virginia Military Institute ("VMI").
See 5.18 U.5'. at 5411-46; see also id. rEt S~3 (stating that laws
"must not rely on overbroad generalizations about the
different talent, capacities, or preferences of males and
females."). Even while rejecting stereotypical assumptions
CI. at 7.3.
about supposed "inherent differences" between men and I
women, the Court acknowledged, "Physical differences
between men and women . . .are enduring," adding that the The Court's decisions in Vir inia (1996) and N~u•~ (2001)
"two sexes are not fungible." Id. The Court then linked these are not merely relics of an earlier, less enlightened time when
physiological differences to privacy considerations, adding, courts did not have the benefit of modern medical science.
"Admitting women to VMI would undoubtedly require Rather, as recently as January 2016, the Fourth Circuit cited
alterations necessary to afford members of each sex privacy Vir inia approvingly while concluding that physiological
from the other sex in living arrangements, and to adjust differences justified treating men and women differently in
some contexts. See ~3czuc~~ ti~. L~=tech. 81? I'.3c134Q 35~ (4th
aspects of the physical training programs." Ic1. at 5.5D n.1,S~.
Cir. 2016). In 13cruet~, a male applicant "flunked out of the FBI
Virginia is not the only Equal Protection case to distinguish Academy after falling a single push-up short of the thirty
between the sexes on the basis of physiology. In Z'rrun ,•Inlr required of male Trainees." Icy. cxt 3f2. The applicant sued,
1'V~rrti~en ~~. Ir~rnri~rr~tior~ an~~l~czt`an~ati-atiran Seiv., 533 ZI.,S. 53, noting that his performance would have qualified him under
721 S. Ct. ?O53, 1.5(I L. Ed. 2cl 115 (20O1), the Court upheld the different physical fitness standards applied to female
applicants. Id. The Fourth Circuit found that different
standards for men and women arose from the FBI's efforts to
"normalize testing standards between men and women in
32 As with legislative history, however, Defendants recently offered
order to account for their innate physiological [**68]
medical evidence in the 425 case. See Docs. 149-9 through 149-12
differences," such that an approximately equal number of men
in the 425 case.)
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and women would pass the tests. Id. cat 343. In light of this,
the Fourth Circuit concluded that the FBI's policy was
permissible because "equally fit men and women demonstrate
their fitness differently." lid cTt 351. In concluding that the FBI
could distinguish between men and women on the basis of
physiology, the court explained:
Men and women simply are not physiologically the same
for the purposes of physical fitness programs. . . . The
Court recognized [in Virg'nia] that, although Virginia's
use of 'generalizations about women' could not be used
to exclude them from VMI, some differences between
the sexes were real, not perceived, and therefore could
require accommodations.
Id. at 35 ,33
In light of the foregoing, it appears that the privacy interests
that justify the State's provision of sex-segregated bathrooms,
showers, and other similar facilities arise from physiological
differences between men and women, rather than differences
in gender identity. See ~'it•-~inic~, 518 U.S. ~zt 533; iV;gu>>en, 533
U:S. cat 73; Bauer. ~`~1' F.3r~ rrt 350. The Fourth Circuit has
implicitly [**69] stated as much, albeit in dicta, noting:
When
a gender classification is justified by
acknowledged differences [between men and women],
identical facilities are not necessarily mandated. Rather,
the nature of the difference dictates the type of facility
permissible for each gender.
The point is illustrated by society's undisputed approval
of separate public [*644] rest rooms for men and women
based on privacy concerns. The need for privacy justifies
separation and the differences between the genders
demand a facility for each that is different. Therefore,
any analysis of the nature of a specific facility provided
in response to a justified purpose, must take into account
the nature of the difference on which the separation is
based . . . .
F~iul~ner, I(I F.3~1 ur 23?. Tn fact, even Plaintiffs' counsel
acknowledged the State's interest in, for example, ensuring
that "12-year-old girls who are not familiar with male
anatomy" are not exposed to male genitalia by "somebody
older who's showing that to them, a mature adult." (Doc. 103
at 24-25.) As a result, it appears that the constitutionality of
PartI depends on whether the law's use of birth certificates as
a proxy for sex is substantially related to the State's [**70)

33 Bauer involved Title VII rather than the EAua1Protection Clause.
Id. Nevertheless, the Fourth Circuit stated that the same principles
"inform [its] analysis" of both types of claims. Id.

privacy interest in separating individuals with different
physiologies.
There is little doubt that Part I is substantially related to the
State's interest in segregating bathrooms, showers, and other
similar facilities on the basis of physiology. $y Plaintiffs' own
allegations, "The gender marker on a birth certificate is
designated at the time of birth generally based upon the
appearance of external genitalia." (Doc. 9 ¶ 26; see also Doc.
22-i ¶ 14.) Plaintiffs contend that birth certificates are an
"inaccurate proxy for an individual's anatomy" because some
transgender individuals have birth certificates that do not
reflect their external physiology, either because (1) they were
born in a State that permits them to change the sex on their
birth certificates without undergoing sex reassignment
surgery, or (2) they were born in a State that does not permit
them to change the sex on their birth certificates, regardless of
whether they undergo sex reassignment surgery. (Doc. 22 at
32-33.) But even if the court assumes (contrary to the
evidence in the record) that no transgender person possesses a
birth certificate that accurately reflects his or her external
physiology, Part I would still [**71] be substantially related to
the State's interest because, by Plaintiffs' own estimate, only
0.3% of the national population is transgender. (Doc. 23-37 at
2.) For the remaining 99.7% of the population, there is no
evidence that the sex listed on an individual's birth certificate
reflects anything other than that person's external genitalia.
Without reducing the "reasonable fit" requirement to a
numerical comparison, it seems unlikely that a law that
classifies individuals with 99.7% accuracy is insufficient to
survive intermediate scrutiny. See Staxen 666 F. 3c~ at 16~
{°In other words, the fit needs to be reasonable; a perfect fit is
not required.").
Finally, the privacy interests discussed above do not appear to
represent a ~ost hoc rationalization for Part I. See Y'ir~rir
sL riu,
518 U: S. c:~ 533 (requiring that a justification be "genuine, not
hypothesized or invented post hoc in response to litigation").
Plaintiffs contend that Part I "effectively seeks to define
transgender individuals out of existence and shut them out
from public Iife.i34 (Doc. 22 at 35.) As a preliminary matter,
it is hard to infer legislative intent based on the current record
which, as noted above, contains little information about the
legislative process leading [**72] to HB2's passage. The
preliminary record does contain a few examples of
objectionable statements by some legislators in media outlets,
though these statements generally express hostility toward

34 It should go without saying that Part I, which regulates access to
public bathrooms, showers, and other similar facilities, neither
defines transgender individuals "out of existence" nor prevents them
from participating in public life.
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"the liberal agenda" and the "homosexual community" rather Court has long held that, in addition to requiring the
than transgender [*645] individuals. (See, e•~•, Doc. 23-7 at government to follow fair procedures when taking certain
2; Doc. 23-15 at 2.) But the record also contains many actions, the Due Process Clause also "bar[s] certain
statements, some by these same legislators and others by government actions regardless of the fairness of the
legislative leaders and Governor McCrory, reflecting an procedures used to implement them." Darti~.ls ~~. ii~'illiczms
apparently genuine concern for the privacy and safety of 474 U.S. a27 3.i1 1t)6 .S. C t. (6? NAY I,. Ed. Zd X62 t 1986).
North Carolina's citizens. (See, e.~., Doc. 23-7 at 2 (stating As a result, a law that burdens a fundamental right is subject
that the Charlotte ordinance "has created a major public safety to strict scrutiny and cannot be upheld unless the State
issue"); Doc. 23-15 at 2 ("The Charlotte ordinance just demonstrates that it is narrowly tailored to serve [**75] a
violates, to me, all basic human principles of privacy and it compelling interest. See Caf~eti~ v. Pot~~~latio~~ 5'c:r~~.s. Inz`l, X31
just has so many unintended consequences."); Doc. 23-16 at 2 U. S. 674 6t3h. 97 S. Ct. 2f~10 52 L. Eck. 2ct 675 (1977); l~'alls
("While special sessions are costly, we cannot put a price tag v. C'ity cif ~'eteF.shtng. b~~~ ~:2d ]8~4, 192 (4th t:'zr. l~y9l)). By
an the safety of women and children."); id. at 3 ("We need to contrast a Iaw that does not burden a fundamental right is
respect the privacy of women and children and men in a very subject only to rational basis review, and a court must uphold
private place, and that's our restrooms and locker rooms.").) such a law "so long as it bears a rational relation to some
In light of the many contemporaneous statements by State legitimate end." Romer-. S17 U..S'. at ~i3/.
leaders regarding privacy and the substantial relationship
between [**73~ Part I and the State's privacy interests, For the reasons explained above, the court concludes that Part
Plaintiffs have not clearly shown that privacy was an i is substantially [*646j related to an important government
afterthought or a pretext invented after the fact solely for interest. Because Part I passes intermediate scrutiny, the law
litigation purposes. Nor does the court infer improper motive necessarily clears the lower hurdle of rational basis review.
simply from the fact that Part I negatively impacts some See Qt~tc%vr 161ediu Gf~~.. Inc. i~. Cit~~f' 13eczun~oitt. J06 F.3c7
transgender individuals.35 See Rome~~. 517 U.S. a~ X31 895, ,407 (9tlz Cir. ?Ot)7); Contest Pron~otzc~ns. LIG ir. Ci~t1
("[M]ost legislation classifies for one purpose or another, with anc~ Lt~~. o S~~rz Fr•uneisco. 100 1~`. Sum. 3d 835. 844 (fir D.
Cal. 2lIIS . As a resulC, in order to warrant preliminary relief,
resulting disadvantage to various groups or persons.").
Plaintiffs must make a clear showing that Part I burdens a
In sum, Supreme Court and Fourth Circuit precedent support fundamental right and therefore triggers strict scrutiny.
the conclusion that physiological differences between men
and women give rise to the privacy interests that justify Plaintiffs argue that Part I burdens two separate fundamental
segregating bathrooms, showers, [**74] and other similar rights. First, they argue that PartIburdens a fundamental right
facilities on the basis of sex. In addition, Plaintiffs admit that to informational privacy by forcing transgender individuals to
the vast majority of birth certificates accurately reflect an use bathrooms in which they will appear out of place, thereby
individual's external genitalia. Although the correlation disclosing their transgender status to third parties. Second,
between genitalia and the sex Listed on a person's birth they argue that Part I violates a right to refuse unwanted
certificate is not perfect in every case, there is certainly a medical treatment because many States, including North
reasonable fit between these characteristics, which is what the Carolina, require transgender individuals to undergo sex
law requires. See Sturcr~, 6frb F. 3d trt 16? (°In other words, reassignment surgery before changing the sex on their birth
the fit needs to be reasonable; a perfect fit is not required."). certificates. [**76] Each argument will be addressed in turn.
At this preliminary stage, and in light of existing case law,
Plaintiffs have not made a clear showing that they are likely
to succeed on their Equal Protection claim.
ii. Due Process
The Fourteenth Amendment provides that no State may
"deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, without due
process of law." C%".S. Coast. umer~r~ XI6; ~~ 1. The Supreme
3s Of course, not all transgender individuals are negatively impacted
by Part Ibecause some may be able to change the sex on their birth
certificates, with or without sex reassignment surgery, and others
may choose to use bathrooms or other facilities that accord with their
biological sex, whether or not they suffer dysphoria as a result.

(a) Informational Privacy
The constitutional right to privacy protects, among other
things, an individual's "interest in avoiding disclosure of
personal matters." iT'laale~z v Roe 429 ~I:S. ~8~ .i99 9? S. Lt.
X369, .51 L. ~f~. ?d 64 f15~?7). "The right to privacy, however,
is not absolute.° l~'alls. 895 t%.3c/ ci1~ 193. Instead, the
constitutional right to privacy is only implicated when State
action compels disclosure of information of a "fundamental"
nature. Id. "The more intimate or personal the information,
the more justified is the expectation that it will not be subject
to public scrutiny." Id. The Fourth Circuit has held that, as a
"first step" in determining whether a particular category of
information is entitled to constitutional protection, courts
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should examine whether the information "is within an
individual's reasonable expectations of confidentiality." Id.

F.2~~ cra 1~'J-~2. The Fourth Circuit explained that the "right to
privacy protects only information with respect to which the
individual has a reasonable expectation of privacy." Icy. ctt
Plaintiffs contend that a person's transgender status constitutes 1y3. The court therefore concluded that the right to privacy
sensitive medical information and that this type of did not protect the information sought in the agency's
information is subject to constitutional protection. They cite questionnaire, including questions about prior marriages,
various cases in which courts held that information qualifies divorces, and children, "to the extent that this information
for constitutional protection when it is of a sexual, personal, is [**79] freely available in public records." Id.
or humiliating nature, or when the release of the information
could subject [**77~ the person to a risk of bodily harm. See Walls suggests that Part I does not burden a fundamental
Pc~tirc:ll r'. Scl~r~i4~eY. 17.i I'..3c~ 1D~, Ill j2d Cir. 1990 (°[T]he privacy interest, at least under current Fourth Circuit law.
right to confidentiality includes the right to protection Plaintiffs argue that Part I discloses an individual's
regarding information about the state of one's health.") transgender status to third parties by revealing the sex on their
(quoting Doe v= Citt~ <~'Nt~r~~ }'~t~k, IS f'.~~c~ 261. 267 t2ct Cir. birth certificates through their choice of bathroom; when a
19.91}l; Lni~e ~~. .Johrrson. 14fi F. Su~~~~. 3d <S'4~4. 14.53 (E.D. stereotypically-feminine appearing individual uses a men's
Mich. ?t}l~). These courts concluded that an individual's bathroom, Plaintiffs argue, third parties will know that the
transgender status qualifies for constitutional protection individual has a male birth certificate and infer that the person
because such information is of a private, sexual nature and is transgender. (See Doc. 9 at ¶~ 223-24.) But pursuant to
disclosure of this information could subject a transgender i~'alls. individuals have no constitutionally-protected privacy
person to ridicule, harassment, or even bodily harm. See interest in information that is freely available in public
Puticc~ll. 175 ~.3cf ar 111 ("Like HIV status . . .transsexualism records. <4~_5 1~'.'d cxt 193. And although the parties have not
is the unusual condition that is likely to provoke both an addressed this issue, the sex listed on an individual's birth
intense desire to preserve one's medical confidentiality, as certificate appears to be freely available in public records, at
well as hostility and intolerance from others."); Love, 146 F. least if the individual was born in North Carolina. See ?~'. C'.
Srr~~~~~. 3d czt X456; see also K.L. v. Alaska, Dept of Admin., Ge~~. Start. ~~' 13~~~-93(h) (providing that all birth data collected
Div. of Motor Vehicles, No. 3AN-11-05341, 2012 WL by the State qualifies as public records except for the names,
2685183, at *6 (Alaska Super. Ct. Mar. 12, 2012) (concluding addresses, and social security numbers of children and
that an individual's transgender status qualifies for privacy parents); see also id. ~~ 1.3?-1(1~) (providing that all public
protection under Alaska law). In Love, for example, the court records "are the property of the people" and requiring
considered a Michigan law that prevented individuals from that [**80] the public be given access to such information
changing the sex on their driver's license.36I~6 F. S!/pz~. 3~~ rrt "free or at minimal cost unless otherwise specifically
/ ~k6d%! 856-57. The court concluded that this policy burdened provided by law").
Due Process privacy interests because it forced transgender
individuals to tacitly reveal their transgender status whenever As a result, regardless of whether the court finds the
they displayed their driver's licenses to [**78] others. Id.; see reasoning in Love and _K L. persuasive, the sex listed on a
person's birth certificate does not appear to qualify for
also K.L., 2012 WL 2685183 at *4-7 (same).
constitutional protection under Walls. Plaintiffs cite general
None of these cases applied Fourth Circuit law, however, and statements about privacy from Walls, but they overlook the
the Fourth Circuit's decision in Walls casts doubt on the obvious question of why the rule the court actually applied in
validity of these cases in this circuit. In i~t'alls, a public that case should not govern this case as well. (See Doc. 22 at
employee was fired after refusing to complete a background 36-38; Doc. 73 at 36-37.) It is possible that, with further
check that included questions about her prior marriages, development, Plaintiffs may be able to sufficiently distinguish
divorces, debts, criminal history, and sexual relationships with Walls and demonstrate that the rule from that case should not
same-sex partners. 895 F.?c~ rrt 19O. The employee brought an apply outside of the employment context. For example, the
actron under 42 U.S.C. ,¢ 1983 against her employer, claiming policies at issue in Love and _K L. arguably have more in
that the questionnaire violated her right to privacy. FVczlls. b'9.5 common with Part I than Walls, which dealt with an
employment background check - a situation in which a third
party can reasonably be expected to know the individual's
name, address, and other identifying information that would
36 Notably, the policy in Love only applied to individuals who sought
[*648] make a public records search more practicable. Tf'«Ils,
to chance the sex on an existing driver's license; Michigan ~~~.i F.2d «t i~3-9~.
apparently did not require individuals to present a birth certificate to
support their claimed sex when initially obtaining a license. Ic% at On the other hand, there are also significant distinctions
~SSI-?? car rr.2.
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between this case and the [**81] cases cited by Plaintiffs.
Unlike Part I, most of Plaintiffs' cases involved State actors
who intentionally revealed or threatened to reveal private
information. See, e.g., Pt>~~ve~17. .175 Ir.3~1 crt It19-11 (prison
guard openly discussed an inmate's transgender status in the
presence of other inmates); Stc>,r•7in~ v. t3oy~r,~ar~rh c~f~
.11zncrsvill~~. 23? F.3c~ 1S~l). .192. l~~i f_3d Lir. ?Ot)01 (police
officer threatened to tell an arrestee's family that the arrestee
was gay). Even LUve and _K L., Plaintiffs' most factuallyanalogous cases, challenged policies governing the
modification of State documents rather than the circumstances
in which a State may rely on those documents. Gvve 146 F.
Sup. 3d nt 8.56; K.L., 2012 WL 2685183 at *4-8. Love held
that Michigan must allow transgender individuals to change
the sex on their driver's license so that they would not have to
reveal their transgender status during traffic stops; plaintiffs
did not argue, and the court did not hold, that the State should
be enjoined from asking drivers for identification during
traffic stops. See 146 F. Sum at b'S6; see also K.L., 2Q12
WL 2685183 at *4-$ (same).

the parties devoted relatively little attention to this claim both
in their briefs and at the hearing on this matter. Although
Plaintiffs have not demonstrated that they are entitled to
preliminary relief on this claim, their arguments and
authorities raise substantial questions that merit additional
consideration. As a result, the court will reserve ruling on
Plaintiffs' informational privacy claim at this time so that the
parties may submit additional briefing according to the
schedule outlined in Section III below.
(b) Unwanted Medical Treatment
Plaintiffs also contend that Part I violates transgender
individuals' constitutional right to refuse unwanted medical
treatment because North Carolina and many [*649] other
States require sex reassignment surgery before the sex on a
person's birth certificate may be changed. (Doc. 9 ~(¶ 228-34;
Doc. 22 at 39.)
The parties' arguments on this [**84] issue are even less
developed than those pertaining to informational privacy, with
just three paragraphs devoted to the issue in the parties'
principal briefs combined. (See Doc. 22 at 38-39; Doc. 55 at
18.) Plaintiffs rely almost exclusively on Urtircd Scares >>.
Chcrr•ters, 82? F.?cl 4?9 (4tlr C'i~~. 1.98ij. In Charters, the
Fourth Circuit held that a mentally ill prisoner had a Due
Process interest in refusing the State's efforts to medicate him
with antipsychotic drugs against his will. Id. crz 49(~-501). In
reaching this decision, the court applied principles derived
from the "rights to freedom from physical invasion and
freedom of thought as well as the right to privacy protected by
the Constitution and the common law.° I~ crt X40. From these
principles, the court observed, "The right to refuse medical
treatment has been specifically recognized as a subject of
constitutional protection." Id. crt 4~1.

Unlike the plaintiffs in Love and _K L., Plaintiffs challenge
North Carolina's ability to use birth certificates as an
identifying document in the context of bathrooms, showers,
and other facilities, rather than its rules for altering the
information contained in the birth certificate [**82] itself.
This highlights a potential conceptual difficulty with
Plaintiffs' Due Process theories. Even under Part I, an
individual's choice of bathroom does not directly or
necessarily disclose whether that person is transgender; it
merely discloses the sex listed on the person's birth certificate.
Part I does not disclose medical information about any
persons whose gender identity aligns with their birth
certificate, either because they are not transgender or because
they have successfully changed their birth certificate to match
their gender identity (with or without sex reassignment
surgery). Nor does Part I disclose medical information about Governments assuredly must meet heightened scrutiny before
transgender individuals whose name, appearance, or other forcibly medicating prisoners, or any citizens for that matter,
characteristics do not readily identify their gender identity. against their will. But Plaintiffs have not shown how this
Part I could only disclose an individual's transgender status holding applies to Part I, which does not address medical
inasmuch as third parties are able to infer as much in light of treatment at all. True, Part I may require some transgender
the person's birth certificate and appearance. Thus, it is not individuals (who otherwise do not benefit from the court's
readily apparent to what extent any Due Process concerns are injunction as to Title IX [**85] facilities) to undergo
attributable to Part I as opposed to the laws that govern the potentially unwanted medical treatment if they wish to access
public bathrooms, showers, and other similar facilities that
modification of birth certificates.
align with their gender identity. But they are free to use
In light of the foregoing, Plaintiffs have not clearly shown facilities that align with their biological sex, and they may
that they are likely [**83] to succeed on the merits of their have access to single-user facilities. As much as one
informational privacy claim. See G~inter~ S SS U:;S. cit 30-22 sympathizes with the plight of these transgender individuals,
(stating that a preliminary injunction is "an extraordinary this degree of "compulsion" is far removed from the situation
remedy that may only be awarded upon a clear showing that in Chnt~ters, where a captive prisoner was strapped down and
the plaintiff is entitled to such relief' (emphasis added)). The forced to submit to medication against his will. See Charte7s,
law in this area is substantially underdeveloped, however, and 82~ ~'.~c~ at 4<4?-84. If the Due Process Clause were
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implicated any time an individual must undergo medical Plaintiffs has already begun to suffer medical consequences
treatment in order to access a desired benefit or service, it from behavioral changes prompted by Part I. (Doc. 73-1 at 1would cast serious doubts on a wide variety of laws. ~e•~•,
See
2.)
N. C'. Cier~. Stat. t4' 130A-155 (requiring schools and child care
facilities to ensure that children have received appropriate In their response to Plaintiffs' motion, Defendants suggest that
vaccines before accepting them as students); .191 N.C. <ldnri~r. the individual transgender Plaintiffs' claims of irreparable
C~~r~e ~ 3~.02011a (~) (requiring some individuals to wear harm are speculative and exaggerated, but Defendants have
not presented any evidence to contradict Plaintiffs' evidence.
corrective lenses in order to obtain a driver's license).37
( [**88] See Doc. 61 at 22-26.) Therefore, on this record, the
At a minimum, further development of Plaintiffs' argument is court has no basis for doubting Plaintiffs' assertions that they
necessary before the court can determine whether Charters cannot use multiple occupancy facilities that match their birth
prevents the State from enforcing Part I. As with Plaintiffs' certificates for fear of harassment and violence, that single
informational privacy claim, the court will reserve ruling to occupancy facilities are not reasonably available to them, and
give the parties an opportunity to submit additional briefing that they are at a serious risk of suffering negative health
on this claim in accordance with the schedule outlined in consequences as a result.
Section III below.
Defendants also argue that Plaintiffs delayed in filing their
motion for preliminary injunction seven weeks after the
2. Irreparable Harm
passage of HB2. (Doc. 61 at 23.) In some circumstances, a
A party seeking a preliminary injunction must also show that delay in requesting preliminary relief can be relevant to the
it is likely to suffer irreparable harm in the absence of irreparable harm inquiry. See, e.~., Stcr~ic C'r~ntrol
preliminary relief. G~'inter 55.5 U.S. cat 2f~. Irreparable injury Cc~na~ac~nents, Inc. v. I'utrn~e Cr~a~hic~~ LLC, .No. 1:O6cv?aQ.
must be both imminent and likely; speculation about potential ?0(1? U.S. I~i,sl. I_F_XIS 3E4;4. cit "?-9 (.11I~.,lr G rl1a,~ 11.
'O(I7J (finding that an employer's eight-week delay in seeking
future injuries is insufficient. See id. c~it ??.
to prevent a former employee from working for a competitor
On the current record, the individual transgender Plaintiffs weighed against a finding of irreparable harm); F'crif•han~ t~
have clearly [*650] shown that they will suffer irreparable C'cz~~it~al Co~~ v. Kenne°v 3t)3 F. Supp. ?cl .i8.3, J9Q-~1 (D.
harm in the absence of preliminary relief. All three AIr~ 20t)3 j (finding an eleven-month delay in bringing a
transgender Plaintiffs submitted declarations stating that trademark infringement suit to be reasonable under the
single occupancy bathrooms and other similar facilities are circumstances). Here, however, HB2 was passed on an
generally unavailable at LJNC and other public agencies. (See expedited schedule, and Plaintiffs doubtlessly needed some
Doc. [**87] 22-4 ¶¶ 18-20; Doc. 22-8 ~ 27; Doc. 22-9 ¶¶ 24- time to compile the more than sixty documents they submitted
25.) In fact, two of the individual transgender Plaintiffs to support their motion, [**89j including exhibits,
indicate that they are not aware of any single occupancy declarations from fact witnesses, and the opinions of expert
facilities in the buildings in which their classes are held. (Doc. witnesses. In addition, the legal landscape regarding HB2's
22-8 ¶ 27; Doc. 22-9 ~¶ 24-25.) PartItherefore interferes with enforcement remained in flux immediately after the laws'
these individuals' ability to participate in their work and passage. (See, e.~., Doc. 23-24; Doc. 23-28.) Under these
educational activities. See Doc. 22-4 '~ 21; Doc. 22-8 ¶ 27; circumstances, Plaintiffs' minimal delay in seeking
Doc. 22-9 ¶ 24.) As a result, some of these Plaintiffs limit preliminary relief does not undermine their claims regarding
their fluid intake and resist the urge to use a bathroom irreparable harm.
whenever possible. (Doc. 22-4 ¶ 21; Doc. 22-8 ¶ 32.) Such
behavior can lead to serious medical consequences, such as Finally, the court notes that similar facts were deemed
urinary tract infections, constipation, and kidney disease. sufficient to support a finding of irreparable harm in G.G. See
(Doc. 22-16 at 3-4.) This concern is not merely speculative; G.G.. 2O16 U..~. Drst. LEXIS 9.i1b4, 20.1G I~~G 3~811~52 az *1;
there is evidence that one of the individual transgender G.G., 822 F.3d at 72%-29 (Davis, J., concurring). The court
therefore concludes that the individual transgender Plaintiffs
have made a clear showing that they are likely to suffer
37 Here, too, as with the informational privacy claim, Plaintiffs' real irreparable harm in the absence of preliminary relief.
problem appears to be various States' inflexible rules for changing
one's sex on a birth certificate, in so far as Part I permits 3. Balance of Equities and the Public Interest
transgender [**86] users who did not have any surgery to use
facilities matching their gender identity as long as their birth In addition to likelihood of success on the merits and
certificate has been changed - an issue the parties have not irreparable harm, those [*651] seeking preliminary relief
adequately addressed.
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must also demonstrate that the balance of equities tips in their
favor and that an injunction is in the public interest. l~'ir~tc~r;
5.5.5 (;',S, ar 2l). On the current record, both favor entry of an
injunction.

unclothed bodies."). At the hearing [**92] on the present
motion, Plaintiffs acknowledged that the State has a
legitimate interest in protecting the privacy of its citizens,
particularly minors and students, and that sex-segregated
bathrooms, showers, and other similar facilities serve this
interest. (See Doc. 103 at 15-19.)

The balance of equities favors the entry of an injunction. One
noteworthy feature of this case is that all parties claim that
they want to preserve North [**90J Carolina law as it existed But transgender individuals are not exempted from such
before the law was enacted; they simply disagree about the privacy and safety rights. The current record indicates that
contours of that pre-HB2 legal regime. (See Doc. 103 at 6, 15- many public agencies have become increasingly open to
21, 65-71, 74-90, 96-102; Doc. 9 ¶¶ 166-68.) For the reasons accommodating the interests of transgender individuals as
discussed above, the court concludes that Part I does not society has evolved over time. (See~e.~., Doc. 22-19'~~ 8-9.)
accurately restore the status quo ante in North Carolina, at This practice of case-by-case accommodation, while
least as it existed in the years immediately preceding 2016. developing, appears to have gained acceptance in many places
While PartIreiterates the male/female distinction for the vast across North Carolina over the last few years. (See, e.~., Doc.
majority of persons, it imposes a new restriction that 22-4 ¶ 15; Doc. 22-8 ¶ 19; Doc. 22-9 ¶¶ 15, 19-20.) And the
effectively prohibits State agencies from providing flexible, preliminary record contains uncontested evidence [*652] that
case-by-case accommodations regarding the use of these practices allowed the individual transgender Plaintiffs to
bathrooms, showers, and other similar facilities for use bathrooms and other facilities consistent with their gender
transgender individuals where feasible.38 See HB2 § 1.2-1.3. identity for an extended period of time without causing any
Because Defendants do not claim to have had any problems known infringement on the privacy rights of others. (See Doc.
with the pre-2016 regime (Doc. 103 at 65-71, 74-90, 96-102), 22-4 ¶ 30; Doc. 22-8 ~( 25; Doc. 22-9 ¶ 20.)
the entry of an injunction should not work any hardship on
them. By contrast, the failure to enjoin Part I would cause In fact, rather than protect privacy, it appears [**93] at least
substantial hardship to the individual transgender Plaintiffs, equally likely that denying an injunction will create privacy
problems, as it would require the individual transgender
disrupting their lives.
Plaintiffs, who outwardly appear as the sex with which they
For similar reasons, the court concludes that an injunction is identify, to enter facilities designated for the opposite sex
requiring
stereotypically-masculine
appearing
in the public interest. Of course, every individual has "a (e.g.,
transgender
individuals
to
use
women's
bathrooms),
thus
legitimate and important interest in [ensuring] that his or her
nude or partially nude body, genitalia, and other private parts prompting unnecessary alarm and suspicion. (See, e.~., Doc.
are not involuntarily exposed." G.U.. 822 F'.3c1 crt 7?3 22-9 ¶ 28 (describing one student's experiences being
(citations and internal quotation marks omitted). The dispute "screamed at, shoved, slapped, and told to get out" when
in this case centers on facilities of the most intimate nature, using bathrooms that did not match the student's gender
and the State clearly has an important interest in protecting identity.) As counsel for Governor McCrory candidly
the privacy rights of all citizens in such facilities. See, e.~., acknowledged, even if Part I remains in effect, "some
Irir<rirriu. 51b' I.S. at 550 n.19 (stating that separate facilities transgender individuals will continue to use the bathroom that
in coeducational institutions are "necessary to afford members they always used and nobody will know." (Doc. 103 at 70.)
of each sex privacy from the other sex"); I%airlkn~~r IO F.3~~ at
?3? (noting "society's undisputed approval of separate public Finally, the argument for safety and privacy concerns
restrooms for men and women based on privacy concerns"). proffered by the State as to trans ender users are somewhat
The privacy and safety concerns raised by Defendants are undermined here by the structure of Part I itself. Unlike the
significant, and this is particularly so as they pertain to the policy in G.G., which contained no exceptions, Part Ipermits
protection of minors. See, e.~., Bear•cl. 402 F.~id rat 604 some transgender individuals to use bathrooms, showers, and
("Students of course have a significant privacy interest in their other facilities that do not correspond with their external
genitalia. This is so because [**94] some States do not permit
transgender individuals to change their birth certificates even
after having sex reassignment surgery, see, e.~., Tc:~rar. Ccrcle
3S For this reason, the preliminary injunction in this case is a A t~r~. ~ 68-3-2~,i(rl}, while others allow modification of birth
prohibitory injunction and is not subject to the heightened standard certificates without such surgery, see e. ., ~~1~1. Code, f~c~alththat applies to mandatory [**91] injunctions. See Push1~~~ v. TJelia. Gerr ~ 4-211. In this regard, Part I's emphasis on birth
70~I }~'.3cf 3f.77, 3T 9 t4th C'ir. ?Q13t ("Prohibitory preliminary certificates elevates form over substance to some degree as to
injunctions aim to maintain the status quo and prevent irreparable some transgender users.
harm while a lawsuit remains pending.").
IZiZ~I~:»~7~~'1
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As for safety, Defendants argue that separating facility users Plaintiffs' motion seeks to preliminarily enjoin Defendants
by biological sex serves prophylactically to avoid the "from enforcing Part I of House Bill 2." (Doc. 21 at 3; see
opportunity for sexual predators to prey on persons in also Doc. 22 at 44-45.) As a result, the issue currently before
vulnerable places. However, the individual transgender the court is whether Title IX or the Constitution prohibits
Plaintiffs have used facilities corresponding with their gender IJefendants from enforcing HB2's exclusion of transgender
identity for over a year without posing a safety threat to individuals from multiple-occupancy bathrooms, showers,
anyone. (See Doc. 22-4 ~(¶ 15, 30; Doc. 22-8 ~(¶ 19, 25; Doc. and other similar facilities under all circumstances based
22-9 ¶¶ 15, 19-20.) Moreover, on the current record, there is solely on the designation of "male" or "female" on their birth
no evidence that transgender individuals overall are any more certificate.
likely to engage in predatory behaviors than other segments of
the population. In light of this, there is little reason to believe For the reasons stated, applicable Fourth Circuit [**97] law
that allowing the individual transgender Plaintiffs to use requires that DOE's guidance defining "sex" to mean gender
partitioned, multiple occupancy bathrooms corresponding identity be accorded controlling weight when interpreting
with their gender identities, as well as iINC to seek to DOE's Title IX regulations. Because Part I of HB2 prevents
accommodate [**95] use of similar showers and changing transgender individuals from using multiple-occupancy
facilities, will pose any threat to public safety, which will bathrooms and similar facilities based solely on the gender
continue to be protected by the sustained validity of peeping, listed on their birth certificate, it necessarily violates DOE's
indecent exposure, and trespass laws. And although guidance and cannot be enforced. As for Plaintiffs'
Defendants argue that a preliminary injunction will thwart constitutional claims, Plaintiffs have not made a clear
enforcement of such safety laws by allowing non-transgender showing they are likely to succeed on their Equal Protection
predators to exploit the opportunity to cross-dress and prey on claim, and the court reserves ruling on the Due Process claims
others (Doc. 55 at 4-5), the unrefuted evidence in the current pending further briefing from the parties.
record suggests that jurisdictions that have adopted
The Title IX claim currently before the court is brought by the
accommodating bathroom access policies have not observed
individual transgender Plaintiffs on their own behalf; the
subsequent increases in crime, (see Doc. 22-10 at 6-10; Doc.
current complaint asserts no claim for class relief or any Title
22-13).
IX claim by ACLU-NC on behalf of its members. (Doc. 9 ¶¶
Finally, the court acknowledges that "any time a State is 235-243.)39 Consequently, the relief granted now is as to the
enjoined by a court from effectuating statutes enacted by individual transgender Plaintiffs.
representatives of its people, it suffers a form of irreparable
injury." r~~e~ti lli~tor G'elzicle Bd. i~C,`czl. v. Ort~in ll~. Fr~x Go., The individual transgender Plaintiffs have not sought an order
43~t G'.S. 1345 13,11. 9~Y .5. Ct. 359 j~ /*653/ I,_f r~?d 439 guaranteeing them access [**98] to any specific facility. The
(1y7i) (Rehnquist, J., in chambers). In this case, however, court's order will return the parties to the status quo ante
this concern lessened by the continued validity of Parts II and existing immediately before the passage of Part I of HB2,
III of HB2, which serve the State's ostensible goal of wherein public agencies accommodated the individual
preempting the Charlotte ordinance and maintaining the law transgender Plaintiffs on a case-by-case basis, rather than
as it existed before March 2016. The State acknowledges that
applying a blanket rule to all people in all facilities under all
it had no problems with that pre-2016 legal regime. (Doc. 103
circumstances. Plaintiffs have no complaint with LJNC's preat 65-71, 74-90, 96-102.) [**96]
HB2 policy; Defendants, in turn, do not contend that it caused
In sum, the court has no reason to believe that an injunction any significant privacy or safety concerns. Such an order is
returning to the state of affairs as it existed before March also consistent with the DOE opinion letter, which states that
2016 would pose a privacy or safety risk for North schools "generally" must treat students consistent with their
Carolinians, transgender or otherwise. It is in the public gender identity. (Doc. 23-29 at 3.) As a result, the court does
interest to enforce federal anti-discrimination laws in a not decide how Defendants should apply DOE's guidance in
fashion that also maintains long-standing State laws designed all situations and circumstances. Suffice it to say that for the
to protect privacy and safety. On this record, allowing IJNC to [*654] time being, IJNC is not constrained from
permit the transgender Plaintiffs to use multiple occupancy, accommodating the individual transgender Plaintiffs through
partitioned restrooms corresponding to their gender identity, appropriate means that accord with DOE guidance and
and to seek flexible accommodation for changing rooms and recognize the unique circumstances of each case, just as it
other facilities, therefore serves the public interest.
III. CONCLUSION

39 Although Plaintiffs moved to amend their complaint after the
hearing on the present motion (Doc. 116), the motion to amend has
not been resolved.
ROGER FOLEY
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apparently did for several years prior to HB2. In doing so,
UNC should be mindful of North Carolina's trespass, peeping,
and indecent exposure laws, which protect the [**99~ privacy
and safety of all citizens, regardless of gender identity. In
short, UNC may not apply HB2's one-size-Fts-all approach to
what must be a case-by-case inquiry.4~
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that Plaintiffs' motion for
preliminary injunction (Doc. 21) is GRANTED IN PART and
DENIED IN PART, as follows:
(1) The individual transgender Plaintiffs' motion for
preliminary injunction on their Title IX claim is
GRANTED. The University of North Carolina, its
officers, agents, servants, employees, and attorneys, and
all other persons acting in concert or participation with
them are hereby ENJOINED from enforcing Part I of
HB2 against the individual transgender Plaintiffs until
further order of the court.

the 425 case.
/s/ Thomas D. Schroeder
United States District Judge
August 26, 2016

..

a . ~!

(2) Plaintiffs' motion for preliminary injunction on their
Equal Protection claim is DENIED without [**100]
prejudice to a final determination on the merits.
(3) The court reserves ruling on Plaintiffs' motion for
preliminary injunction on their Due Process claims. If
Plaintiffs wish to submit additional briefing on these
claims, they must do so no later than September 9, 2016.
Any response briefs must be filed no later than
September 23, 2016, and any reply briefs must be filed
no later than October 7, 2016. Although the parties may
address any matter relevant to the Due Process claims in
their briefs, the court is particularly interested in the
following questions: (1) whether the sex on an
individual's birth certificate is freely available in public
records in North Carolina and other States and, if so,
whether individuals have a Due Process privacy interest
in such information; and (2) the degree to which a law in
general, and Part I in particular, must burden a
fundamental right in order to warrant strict scrutiny.
Plaintiffs' initial brief and any response briefs may not
exceed twenty pages per side, and Plaintiffs' reply may
not exceed ten pages. If the parties desire additional oral
argument regarding Plaintiffs' Due Process claims, any
hearing will be combined with the consolidated [**101
preliminary injunction hearing and trial on the merits in

aoTo the extent the individual transgender Plaintiffs assert an
unqualified right to use all multiple occupancy bathrooms, showers,
and changing rooms under all circumstances see Doc. 9 at 56), that
issue is not currently before the court. Whether it will be at a later
stage in this case, or as part of the United States' motion for
preliminary injunction in the 425 case, remains for later
determination.
ROGER FOLEY

_ll. i.

